Your family. Your legacy.

Building wealth today and sustaining it for future generations can be challenging. Effective investment management must be integrated with strategic tax and estate planning, philanthropy and family culture.

At City National, we’ll help you master the complexity of wealth management so you can more fully enjoy your version of the good life. We’re with you every step of the way as you grow your wealth, enjoy it with your family and build a lasting legacy.

Experience the Difference. Contact Bob Brant at (415) 651-4239.
Bringing Hope and Healing to Women with Cancer

The Stanford Women’s Cancer Center is dedicated to providing comprehensive cancer services to women with breast and gynecologic cancers. The new facility offers Stanford’s unparalleled outpatient cancer services—from diagnosis to treatment to supportive care—offering hope and healing to women with cancer. For more info, call 650.498.6004 or visit cancer.stanford.edu/womens
About A.C.T.

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER, a nonprofit organization in the heart of San Francisco, nurtures the art of live theater through dynamic productions, intensive actor training, and an ongoing engagement with its community. Under the leadership of Artistic Director Carey Perloff and Executive Director Ellen Richard, A.C.T. embraces its responsibility to conserve, renew, and reinvent its relationship to the rich theatrical traditions and literatures that are our collective legacy, while exploring new artistic forms and new communities. A commitment to the highest standards informs every aspect of A.C.T.’s creative work.

A.C.T. opened its first San Francisco season in 1967; more than 320 A.C.T. productions have since been performed to a combined audience of more than seven million people. Today A.C.T. is recognized internationally for its groundbreaking productions of classical works and bold explorations of contemporary playwriting, honored with a Tony Award for outstanding theater performance and training (1979) and the prestigious Jujamcyn Theaters Award (1996).

The first actor training program in the United States not affiliated with a college or university accredited to award a master of fine arts degree, A.C.T.’s conservatory, led by Melissa Smith, serves 3,000 students every year. With its commitment to excellence in actor training and to the relationship between training, performance, and audience, the A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program has moved to the forefront of America’s actor training programs, while serving as the creative engine of the company at large.
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3385 Jackson St.

Handsome, detached home in an impeccable location with views, a level yard, and a 3-car garage. 6 bedrooms, 5 ½ bathrooms, including a lovely master suite and a downstairs guest/au pair suite; very large and gracious living room; elegant dining room, kitchen and family room both open onto the yard; top floor guest bedroom, workout room/playroom; and view family room and office. $8,000,000

2659-61 Green St.

Gorgeously remodeled home with sweeping views of Golden Gate Bridge and Bay, south-facing park-like garden. Fabulous Cow Hollow location very close to the Presidio. 4 beds, 3 baths plus great 2-level 2/1.5 guest unit! $5,595,000

7 Divisadero St.

Adorable renovated Victorian home on a lovely block. Formal living and dining room and large kitchen/family room opening onto a sunny deck, patio and yard. 3 bedrooms and a remodeled bath upstairs. Light-filled bonus room down and an unwarranted detached guest cottage with bath. 2-car garage with storage and laundry. $1,300,000

145 Magnolia St.

Stunning, light-filled modern Marina house with gallery interiors, views, decks and garden. 4 beds, 3.5 baths, 2-car garage plus separate studio zoned for commercial/residential use. Loft-style with cool designer finishes. $3,250,000

866-868 27th St.

Spacious 2 bdrm, 2 ba Marina-style flats. Each features a large, bright living room with a fireplace and stained-glass windows, and a formal dining room. The large kitchens are updated and have adjacent laundry rooms with a door to the back steps, leading down to the yard. $1,295,000

425 Spruce St.

Very bright 3 bd, 2 ba, top floor, Presidio Heights flat located a half block from Laurel Village. Beautiful hardwood floors and traditional Edwardian detailing throughout. In-unit washer/dryer, shared rear yard and plenty of storage. Great location! $945,000

* per MLS individual agent ranking reports for 2009 and 2010

©2011 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews® and Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned and Operated by NRT LLC. CA DRE #0115226

Committed To Getting Clients What They Want
San Francisco’s Theater Company

American Conservatory Theater Founding General Director William Ball, at the forefront of the regional theater movement, wanted to create a company outside New York that would have a significant national impact while providing an alternative to commercial theater. After a group of San Francisco civic leaders attended A.C.T.’s West Coast debut at Stanford University in 1966, they invited Ball and his company to settle in San Francisco, which was without a resident theater company. A.C.T. has been dedicated to bringing the power of live theater to San Francisco audiences since the company’s first rousing performance of Ball’s Tartuffe in the Geary Theater (now called the American Conservatory Theater) on January 21, 1967.

A.C.T.’s majestic stage opened January 10, 1910, rising from the rubble of the catastrophic earthquake and fires of 1906. It was immediately hailed as one of the grandest playhouses in the United States. In 1975 the Geary was awarded a place on the U.S. Department of the Interior’s National Register of Historic Places and named a landmark of the State of California and the City and County of San Francisco. In 1989 the Loma Prieta earthquake ripped a gaping hole in the ceiling, destroying the proscenium arch and dumping tons of equipment and debris on the first six rows of orchestra seats. Nevertheless, A.C.T.’s second artistic director, Edward Hastings (who succeeded Ball in 1986), never considered canceling the season. For the next six years, A.C.T. performed in seven different venues around the city. “We had to encourage people to come back to this devastated, ravished, magical place called San Francisco,” remembered Hastings. “And what they found in the theater were a lot of other people who were shook up. So there we were, all together in a theater, helping bring the city back together again.”

With the support of a community that contributed to a record-breaking $28.5 million capital campaign, the Geary reopened in 1996 with a production of The Tempest directed by A.C.T.’s current artistic director, Carey Perloff, who took over after Hastings retired in 1992. Committed to proving that theater is still “a place where language is kept alive and functional and muscular and breathing,” Perloff reconfirmed A.C.T.’s mission to expose San Francisco to exceptional works from across our rich theatrical tradition. She reintroduced the core acting company (which had been disbanded decades earlier) to keep top-quality local actors working, and she committed herself to “locavore” theater—this theater made by, for, and about the community that supports it—with San Francisco–centered productions like After the War, The Tosca Project, and the much-beloved 2011 hit Armistead Maupin’s Tales of the City.

Since the company’s founding, A.C.T. has infused the Bay Area with some of the best young acting talent in the nation. The company first began training outside actors in the summer of 1967, and by 1969, the conservatory had expanded to include a year-long course of study, which has since evolved into the three-year, fully accredited, top-ranked Master of Fine Arts Program. M.F.A Program students often grace the mainstage and return to perform at A.C.T. as alumni; they are also regulars on stages around the Bay Area and beyond. Other programs include the Young Conservatory, which offers training and performance opportunities for students ages 8 to 19; Studio A.C.T., which offers acting classes for adults; and the Summer Training Congress, which attracts students from around the world.

With the arrival of distinguished Executive Director Ellen Richard, the recent conclusion of a new long-range strategic planning process, the introduction of a new education department, and the opening of a new performance space (The Costume Shop, located in the Mid-Market neighborhood across from UN Plaza), A.C.T. is poised to continue its leadership role in securing the future of theater for San Francisco—and the nation.
Koret Performs.

In its 42-year history, TheatreWorks has established a national reputation as one of America’s outstanding regional theatres. The Silicon Valley-based company is recognized for its productions of adventurous new works and has debuted 201 world and Bay Area premieres, including an original adaptation of Sense and Sensibility. During the past two seasons, the Koret Foundation has been pleased to support TheatreWorks in its performances of four award-winning world premieres.

In 2010, the Koret Foundation made an overall philanthropic investment of $23 million.
Holidays with the Symphony

Spend a part of your Holiday season at Davies Symphony Hall, and find the magic of the season...

Nov 30–Dec 1
The Best Time of Year:
A Christmas Special with the San Francisco Symphony

Dec 10–11
Peter and the Wolf with the San Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra

Dec 11
The Duke Ellington Orchestra

Dec 13–15
Colors of Christmas with Peabo Bryson, Jennifer Holliday, Lea Salonga, and Ben Vereen

Dec 22–24
’Twas the Night with members of the San Francisco Symphony

Dec 31
New Year’s Eve Masquerade Ball with the San Francisco Symphony

TICKETS START AT $15
sfsymphony.org/holiday
(415) 864-6000
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Dear Friends,

Welcome to Race! As is the case with most of David Mamet’s work, this provocative play is sure to punch you in the gut. Despite the fact that the pundits have told us we are living in a “postracial” era, there are few things as complex and polarizing in American culture as discussions about race. In our attempt to find a language to address past inequities, we have created a culture of euphemism in which the “truth” lies hidden behind a veil of subterfuge and politesse. When the explosive ingredient of gender is thrown into the mix, all bets are off.

In writing about the play, Mamet says, “Race, like sex, is a subject on which it is near impossible to tell the truth. In each, desire, self-interest, and self-image make the truth inconvenient to share not only with strangers but with members of one’s own group, and, indeed, with oneself.” He sees his play as a way to add to America’s endless and constantly changing dialogue about these issues, and indeed A.C.T.’s production of Race continues an exploration of race and contemporary American culture that we began last season with Clybourne Park and continue later this season with Maple and Vine and The Scottsboro Boys.

Mamet’s pugilistic, tough-talking lawyers challenge our notions of justice and vendetta, and ask us to question the way we arrive at decisions about culpability and “honor.” It is telling that Race was written well in advance of the Dominique Strauss-Kahn scandal that enveloped New York this year—further evidence that the issues and circumstances raised in the play are frighteningly apropos.

To helm this production of Race, we are delighted to welcome back to the Bay Area director Irene Lewis, who ran Baltimore’s Centerstage so brilliantly for 20 years. Irene is known for championing new plays, playwrights, and audiences, and had extraordinary success developing a broad African American audience at Centerstage through her landmark productions of major black plays. For A.C.T., Irene has assembled a remarkable company that includes core acting company member Anthony Fusco and three brilliant newcomers to A.C.T.: Chris Butler, Susan Heyward, and Kevin O’Rourke. As with Clybourne Park and other provocative A.C.T. productions, we will host many postplay discussions and online chats so that the conversation can continue long after the curtain comes down.

With the start of our new season, we have also welcomed to A.C.T. an extraordinary new casting director, Janet Foster. Janet has had a long and distinguished career in New York and throughout regional theater and has been wise enough to cast many A.C.T. alums over the years in a wide array of productions. She is also a close colleague of Cal Shakes’s artistic director, Jonathan Moscone, and a beloved teacher, having been part of the faculties of Rutgers, Fordham, and University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, among many other important actor-training programs. In our conservatory, she will teach audition techniques to our M.F.A. Program students. We very much look forward to introducing Janet to you this season.

Speaking of our M.F.A. students, we wanted to tell you about an important venture we are undertaking with our students and company members in collaboration with Theater of War Productions, a nonprofit group out of New York that uses classical Greek tragedy as a springboard to engage both veterans and civilians in discussions about the effects of war on the military and their families. In partnership with University of San Francisco, A.C.T. will present two staged readings (on November 13 and 14 at USF’s Presentation Theater) of Sophocles’ Ajax, which will be followed by moderated discussions with distinguished mental health specialists skilled in handling posttraumatic stress syndrome and other combat-related issues. Our readings will include M.F.A. Program alum Timothy Hull, who spent six years in the U.S. Army—including 16 months in Iraq—after graduating from A.C.T. and is now dedicated to using the power of theater to address traumatic issues of societal and cultural relevance.

Finally, I wanted to take a moment to personally salute San Francisco Film Society Executive Director Graham Leggat, one of the most passionate and visionary arts administrators I’ve ever met, who passed away in August after a long battle with cancer. Graham and I had many memorable conversations and encounters over the years; he taught me an enormous amount about the intersection of art and society, about the need to fight for each individual artist’s voice, and about how to maintain a healthy sense of humor about the vagaries of our crazy business. His death is a terrible loss. I miss him already, and I salute his extraordinary legacy to the Bay Area.

Welcome, and enjoy Race!

Yours,
Carey Perloff, Artistic Director
HUMOR ABUSE
A high-flying tale of Lorenzo Pisoni’s childhood with San Francisco’s Pickle Family Circus

HIGHER
Carey Perloff’s World Premiere story of two architects locked in competition—and attraction

SCORCHED
West Coast Premiere of a riveting Middle Eastern mystery with Academy Award nominee David Strathairn

MAPLE AND VINE
West Coast Premiere of a provocative contemporary comedy—the hit of this year’s Humana Festival

TWELFTH NIGHT
A.C.T.’s romantic Return to Shakespeare

12 TONY AWARD NOMINATIONS!

THE SCOTTSBORO BOYS
Bay Area Premiere of a rousing musical from Kander & Ebb

4-PLAY PACKAGES
START AT $40

JOIN US! ACT-SF.ORG | 415.749.2250
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RACE

by David Mamet
Directed by Irene Lewis

Scenery by Chris Barreca
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Dramaturg Michael Paller
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†Member of the A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program class of 2012 and an Equity Professional Theater Intern
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Mamet, Race, and the Right

BY DAN RUBIN

When David Mamet moved to Santa Monica, California, in 2003, he joined Ohr HaTorah, the synagogue of Rabbi Mordecai Finley. Finley is a rare creature: a conservative shepherding a congregation of Hollywood liberals. In a 2011 interview with Andrew Ferguson, a reporter with the Weekly Standard, the rabbi recounts an early conversation with Mamet, when the playwright asked which democratic presidential candidate Finley and his wife intended to vote for in the 2004 primary. “We said, ‘None of them,’” Finley recalls. “Dave said, ‘Oh no—you’re not going to vote for Nader!’ I said, ‘No.’ And then you could see it hit him. ‘Not Bush!’ ‘Well, yes. Bush.’ Dave was apologetic. He thought he’d embarrassed us. He said, ‘Oh I’m so sorry! I didn’t mean to pry! I shouldn’t have asked!’ I said, ‘No, no, it’s really not a problem. It’s not like we try to keep it a secret.’” It was Mamet’s first conversation with a conservative.

At the time, Mamet was still “addicted” (his word) to the liberalism he had been raised on growing up in Chicago. His parents were first-generation American Jews: his father was a labor lawyer who represented more than 300 unions; his mother was a former schoolteacher. “Jews of my day were Democrats, or at least liberals,” he writes. “Everyone in the acquaintance of my parents’ generation supported the NAACP and the ACLU, knew the Rosenbergs were innocent and Whittaker Chambers guilty; no one would cross a picket line; and for a Jew, a vote Republican was a former schoolteacher. “Jews of my day were Democrats, or at least liberals,” he writes. “Everyone in the acquaintance of my parents’ generation supported the NAACP and the ACLU, knew the Rosenbergs were innocent and Whittaker Chambers guilty; no one would cross a picket line; and for a Jew, a vote Republican was as for him to endorse child sacrifice.” It was a mentality that was never challenged during Mamet’s career in the famously liberal entertainment industry. He tried to convert Finley to the Left; the rabbi, in turn, gave him works from his collection of conservative theorists. Mamet was stunned by what he read.

Over the course of G. W. Bush’s second term, Mamet studied. Ten months before the 2008 election, he debuted November, his first overtly political play, which, beneath its fast-paced lampooning of government in general, was his farewell to the Left. Months after the play opened on Broadway, he wrote the controversial essay “Why I Am No Longer a ‘Brain-Dead Liberal’” for the Village Voice, and earlier this year, he released The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture, his 200-page pledge of allegiance to conservatism.

Rabbi Finley’s curriculum on conservative thought introduced Mamet to the works of Shelby Steele, to whom the playwright has dedicated his play Race. Steele is an award-winning senior fellow at Stanford’s Hoover Institution, where he has specialized in the study of race relations, multiculturalism, and affirmative action since 1994, focusing on the consequences of contemporary social programs. He’s written numerous books on race in America, most recently White Guilt: How Blacks and Whites Together Destroyed the Promise of the Civil Rights Era (2006) and A Bound Man: Why We Are Excited About Obama and Why He Can’t Win (2007).

Like Finley, Steele is an oddity: a “black conservative,” which he begrudgingly describes as “one who votes against one’s people.” Like Mamet, Steele did not join the Right until the middle of his life. Born in the 1940s, he was raised in a liberal household in segregated Chicago. He watched his parents “struggle against an unapologetically racist America,” and by the time he reached college he was hungry for the “black rage” preached by comedian and social activist Dick Gregory, whose “raise your consciousness” campaign shaped Steele’s young political identity.

During his senior year, Steele led black students into the college president’s office with a list of demands (which Steele read as he dropped cigarette ash on the carpet), and, upon graduation, he worked in Great Society programs: post–civil rights efforts aimed at correcting years of oppression by injecting money into blighted communities. He saw these well-meaning attempts fail to do “little more than engender a kind of upscale corruption.” When he entered graduate school for literature in the 1980s, his politics remained intact: “Despite all the corruption and incompetence I had seen in those programs . . . I was still politically very far to the left. If I was not as intensely ‘black’ (by then a term of political identity) as I had been in college, I nevertheless wore my blackness on my sleeve even as I read Proust and Kafka and Dostoyevsky.”

Ultimately, it was the expectation “to be black”—to champion minority issues that he did not necessarily support, like affirmative action and “ethnic literature” courses—that made him weary of the Left. He writes, “White racism had made my race the limit of my individuality. But now the new black consciousness . . . wanted me to voluntarily, even proudly, do the same thing that racism had done: make my race more important than my individuality. . . . I simply couldn’t take the schizophrenia required to stay in the cultural and political world that I had always belonged to.”

Since moving to the right, Steele has argued that American society missed an opportunity in the years between the victories of the civil rights movement and the onset of the black power movement. “For Martin Luther King and the older civil rights generation, racism was simply a barrier, a tragic aberration in an America that was otherwise essentially open and fair,” he writes. They banked black freedom on “democratic principles and black advancement on individual responsibility.”

But for the leaders of the generation that followed, Racism was not a mere barrier but the all-determining reality in which we lived. . . . Ugly human prejudices like racism did not just remain isolated in the hearts of racists. These dark passions worked by an “invisible hand” to generate societal structures that impersonally oppressed.
This belief in social determinism has hobbled America, Steele believes. It excused black America from responsibility for its own troubles, while white America fell into a “vacuum of moral authority that comes from simply knowing that one’s race is associated with racism.” White America forfeited its ability to speak on matters of race—any race. For making any racial criticism, a white person or institution could be branded as racist, “threatened with a stigmatization that can gravely injure businesses and ruin careers,” Steele argues. And so, the conversation has stalled.

*Race* is Mamet’s first play since his conversion. *November*, written less than two years earlier, captures the playwright’s man-behind-the-curtain revelations about politics (especially his native liberalism): there is no secret knowledge, no magic man-behind-the-curtain revelations about politics (especially written less than two years earlier, captures the playwright's conversation has stalled. Mamet agrees with Steele that Americans’ inability to speak openly and honestly about matters of race infects what should be our most impartial civil sector: the judiciary. O. J. Simpson went free, Steele suggests, because his lawyers pitted empirical evidence against “the reputation of racism for distorting and manipulating fact.” O. J. was found not guilty, in other words, because he once would have been found guilty. Mamet—whose father, even after the career-making debut of *American Buffalo*, asked his son, “When are you going to chuck all this nonsense and go to law school?”—writes in *The Secret Knowledge* that freedom cannot exist without objective law:

Justice is corrupted by consideration, not of whether or not the accused committed the crime, but of supposedly mitigating factors of his childhood, race, or environment. If weight is given, in extenuation, to his supposed goodness to animals or to his mother, he is then liable to leniency based not upon the needs of the citizenry (protection), but upon the criminal’s ability to dramatize his plight. If he may entertain, and play upon the emotions of the judge and jury, if he and his defenders may flatter the ability to “be compassionate,” and call it courage, society is weakened. Laws, then, decided upon in tranquility, without reference to the individual, and based upon behaviors, are cast aside or vitiates by reference to merit, fairness, or compassion, all of which are inchoate, subjective, and nonquantifiable.

Democracy is put at risk when fears and bias influence legal proceedings. And yet, that is the world in which we live—it is the world in which *Race* lives—and the world in which lawyers work. “Some people say that the client’s gotta pay you to do your best,” Mamet’s father told him. “The client’s not paying me to be best, the client’s paying me to win.” It is a line Mamet put in his 1991 movie *Homicide*, it is a concept he has held onto and dramatized in *Race*. The play gives us three lawyers who know courtrooms are never places of tranquility. They are flooded with emotion—especially when race is involved. It is not their job to mitigate those emotions so “the truth” will out. They manipulate our emotions to win.

This article was excerpted from “Mamet, Race, and the Right,” which appears in its entirety in *Word on Plays*. See below for details.

**WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT RACE?**
Pick up *Words on Plays*, the smart souvenir!

*Words on Plays*, A.C.T.’s in-depth performance guide series, offers insight into the plays, playwrights, and productions of the A.C.T. subscription season. *Words on Plays for Race* includes interviews with director Irene Lewis and scholar Shelby Steele, articles about David Mamet and the history of race in America, and a glossary of references you’ll hear in today’s show.

**Individual copies** are available for purchase in our lobby, at the bars, and online, where you can also buy digital editions. Subscriptions to *Words on Plays* are also available at a discounted price that includes postage for mailing each issue to your home before the performance.

Each purchase of *Words on Plays* helps support A.C.T.’s *Theater in Schools* programs, which distribute *Words on Plays* and student study guides to teachers and students around the Bay Area free of charge. Extend the love of theater to future generations, while learning more about *Race*.

*act-sf.org/wordsonplays* | 415.749.2250
DON'T JUST SIT THERE . . .

From exhilarating talkbacks and fabulous parties to invigorating volunteer opportunities, there are many ways to get involved at A.C.T.

InterACT

The intersection of world-class artists, powerful performances . . . and you! These lively events take you inside every A.C.T. production—all season long.

Please join us at the following FREE events. Simply show your ticket (from any Race performance) for entry.

ACT-SF.ORG/INTERACT

Prologue*
OCT 25, 5:30pm
Come early for a preshow discussion with director Irene Lewis and a member of the A.C.T. artistic team.

Audience Exchanges*
NOV 1, 7pm/NOV 6, 2pm/NOV 9, 2pm
Stick around for a lively Q&A session with the cast and a member of the A.C.T. artistic team.

OUT with A.C.T.
NOV 2, 8pm
The best LGBT night in town! Mingle with the cast and enjoy drinks and treats at this popular afterparty.

Theater on the Couch*
NOV 4
Explore the minds of the characters with the chief of psychiatry from San Francisco's Kaiser Permanente Medical Center.

*All discussions are free for Race ticket holders. Please note that performance times vary.

Become a Donor

Engage with the artists, attend exclusive behind-the-scenes events, and take an inside look at the theatrical process.

ACT-SF.ORG/DONATE

producers circle

Audience Exchanges*

NOV 1, 7pm/NOV 6, 2pm/NOV 9, 2pm
Stick around for a lively Q&A session with the cast and a member of the A.C.T. artistic team.

OUT with A.C.T.

NOV 2, 8pm
The best LGBT night in town! Mingle with the cast and enjoy drinks and treats at this popular afterparty.

Theater on the Couch*

NOV 4
Explore the minds of the characters with the chief of psychiatry from San Francisco's Kaiser Permanente Medical Center.

Satuarday Salon NOV 5
Enjoy a catered luncheon and informative Q & A session with Michael Paller, A.C.T.'s resident dramaturg.

Scene Shop Tour NOV 10
Join fellow donors to see where the set for Race was built—and where some of your favorite set pieces are housed.

To support A.C.T. and receive invitations to donor events, contact Hilary Davis at hdavis@act-sf.org or 415.439.2355.

Volunteer

Play a key role! A.C.T. volunteers provide an invaluable service with their time, enthusiasm, and love of theater. Current opportunities include helping out at our reception desk and ushering at A.C.T. productions.

ACT-SF.ORG/VOLUNTEER
Theater of War

This November, A.C.T. partners with Theater of War Productions and University of San Francisco to bring Sophocles’ powerful ancient war drama Ajax to San Francisco. Developed by Theater of War’s visionary founder, Bryan Doerries, the program’s unique structure features the staged reading of a Greek classic, followed by an expert panel and audience discussion, intended to bring together military service members, families of service members, and civilians to reflect on the universal human experience of war.

First staged at military bases in 2008 in an effort to destigmatize combat trauma and promote conversation about the life-changing effects of service, Theater of War quickly grew into a progressive public health campaign. To date, Doerries has mounted more than 150 Theater of War performances at sites that include the Pentagon, Guantanamo Bay, and Walter Reed Army Medical Center. After receiving a generous grant from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation in collaboration with the USO, Theater of War opened the project up to include regional theaters and universities across the country, encouraging service members and civilians to dialogue in ways that otherwise might not be possible.

Each Theater of War experience begins with a play by Sophocles. The panel and intimate town-hall discussion that follows (facilitated for A.C.T. by Doerries on November 13 and USF Associate Professor Roberto Gutierrez Varea on November 14) aims to empower individuals to speak openly about their experiences of war—whether they are active service members, veterans, family members of those who serve or have served, caregivers, or civilians. Ajax’s story, and the theatrical experience the audience shares witnessing it, serve as a powerful point of reference from which to begin this conversation.

Doerries’s adaptation of Ajax begins with the heroic soldier’s return from the Trojan War. Denied the decorations he feels he is owed for years of impressive service as a skilled killer, Ajax becomes enraged. Blinded by the gods, he brutally slaughters a field of cattle, under the delusion that he is in fact murdering his commanding generals. Upon regaining his sanity, Ajax sees that his honor has been destroyed. Doerries’s depiction of Ajax’s suicidal mental and emotional trauma, and his family’s desperate attempts to understand him, is crucial to modern audiences recognizing themselves in the play.

Doerries maintains that Ajax and Philoctetes, another Sophocles text produced by Theater of War, were written in the fifth century B.C. as more than mere exercises in storytelling: they were rituals intended to aid in the reintegration of soldiers after battle. Sophocles, himself a general in the Athenian army, wrote for an audience of citizen-soldiers, who knew that the damages of war can never be entirely left on the battlefield. Staging Ajax today with that fact in mind unlocks the play’s original and intended power. Doerries calls his experience with modern military audiences a complete revelation: “It is as if we, as actors and a director . . . had no idea what these plays were about. It’s as if they were written in a code we didn’t understand, that the military had to explain to us.”

A.C.T. Artistic Director Carey Perloff, who will direct Ajax with a cast that features A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program graduate Timothy Hull, who spent six years with the Army, including 16 months in Iraq, agrees: “One of the most valuable aspects of classical theater is its ability to illuminate in startling ways the issues we are wrestling with in our own time.” She continues, “A.C.T. is honored to participate in this extraordinary national project as part of our effort to bring the power of live theater to a broader community, and to engender dialogue and discussion around the critical issues facing our country at this time.”

A.C.T.’s Theater of War presentations take place November 13 and 14 at 7 p.m. at USF’s Presentation Theater (2350 Turk Boulevard, San Francisco, CA). They are free to the public. Reservations are recommended and can be made by contacting the A.C.T. Box Office at 415.749.2228 or act-sf.org.
In 2008, Peter Friedrich, A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program class of 1994, was working as an actor in Los Angeles when he read a New York Times article about American University in Iraq. A couple of months later, he was in Sulaimani, 150 miles northwest of Baghdad, teaching acting and directing Macbeth. “It was fantastic,” Friedrich remembers. “I don’t know which is better—to see Shakespeare for the first time, or to watch an audience seeing Shakespeare for the first time. It’s like discovering the Grand Canyon. There were parents from Baghdad who didn’t speak a word of English, watching their children perform onstage, who said it was the proudest they’d ever been.” He had planned to stay only a year; he is now entering his fourth.

Friedrich’s students come from all over Iraq to this selective school, and he has been surprised by how much his students have in common with American actors: “Something about the pressure of being onstage releases certain character types: the tough guy, the tortured intellectual, the flirty one. It was true in New York, it was true in L.A., it is true in Stanislavski’s An Actor Prepares, and it is true in Iraq.”

The environment is, of course, different. Sulaimani has long suffered sectarian violence, and students from opposing factions attend the university together. Friedrich uses theater to smooth over those tensions. “Discussing problems doesn’t seem to do much good, I’ve found,” Friedrich reports. “It’s better just to embark on projects together and learn things about each other through the process.”

The stage can be a sanctuary for some students, but it’s not necessarily an escape: “Theater is the most dangerous safe thing you can do. No one’s going to die from doing a show, but it is so absolutely terrifying. These guys are basically performing in front of every single person they know—just think about the stakes of that and what it brings out in people. Afterwards, everyone’s in tears: that’s pretty cool.”

Friedrich is called on to use the skills he learned at A.C.T. every day. “My most enduring memory of A.C.T. is of learning to start over and rebuild, from scratch, something heartfelt that only I can deliver onstage. It is important to hold on to that when you’re out of school. There are plenty of people who will want to turn you cynical. Fortunately, there are infinitely more who pine for something true to transport and inspire them.” Friedrich inspired plenty of audiences as an actor, touring with Wendy Wasserstein’s The Sisters Rosensweig right after graduation; as a teacher, he inspires his students with the lessons he learned at A.C.T.

More than just a teacher, Friedrich is an ambassador of both American and Iraqi culture. “More important than any single success story would be the creation of a bridge between Iraqi and U.S. theater artists. So much of what is accomplished here [in Iraq] can’t escape the inevitable isolation. We need American productions and workshops to come here, our students to go to the U.S., or some fantastic combination. We need to show how shockingly alike we are.”
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The A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program performs two plays in repertory
A rollicking 17th-century comedy and a modern drama from one of America’s most beloved playwrights showcase the versatile talents of A.C.T. M.F.A. Program students.
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This fall 11 A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program students team up to bring Aphra Behn’s The Rover and Arthur Miller’s The American Clock to Hastings Studio Theater. For the first time ever, the program’s second- and third-year students are performing in a traditional repertory schedule: rehearsing and performing the shows in rotation, rather than consecutively, the more common contemporary practice. The actors will test their talents, flexibility, and stamina as they perform roles in both plays—seemingly unrelated scripts with different tones and challenges, but both classics of the dramatic form—sometimes presenting a matinee of one piece just hours before an evening performance of the other.

The Rover, directed by A.C.T. Co-head of Voice and Dialects Nancy Benjamin, follows the bawdy adventures of a group of men—and the women they woo—in Naples during the raucous Carnival season. Written by Aphra Behn—the English language’s first professional female writer—in 1677, the play embodies the spirit of the Restoration, a time, according to Benjamin, “of and for women.” The show, rife with mistaken identities, prideful duels, and dizzying love affairs, poses questions about gender equality and sexual politics. Benjamin is excited to present the play because it “busts everything wide open,” smashing stereotypes about period plays and challenging actors and audiences alike.

While The Rover is a comedy, The American Clock concerns itself with the somber and disillusioned America of the 1930s. Directed by A.C.T. core acting company member Manoel Felciano, Arthur Miller’s personal and comprehensive account of the Great Depression features the actors in more than 40 roles. The story centers on the Baums, who are based on Miller’s own family: the playwright was 14 years old when the stock market crashed and his father lost his clothing business. Miller connects his own history to the struggles of the rest of the nation by integrating material from Stud Terkel’s Hard Times: An Oral History of the Great Depression, a collection of interviews. Clock is “stitched together,” Felciano explains, by popular music of the era. Like the play, the songs are about “having no money and still being able to find happiness.”

Both directors have found that the rep’s extended rehearsal process (in which actors alternate the show they rehearse from day to day) has been liberating for everyone involved. Benjamin says, “the actors have more cooking time, more incubation time. and i don’t feel as pressured to get down and get going in each rehearsal. it’s allowed more time for reflection.”

Second-year Raymond Castelán, who plays Lee Baum (“the surrogate of Arthur Miller”) and multiple roles in The Rover, says that, although the schedule is sometimes grueling, he has discovered “a pleasant side effect”: “I don’t have time to be as prepared as I like to be going into each rehearsal, so I’m discovering a fearless sense of ‘play’ through this process. It’s a sense I hope to bring to all my work as I move forward.”

Maggie Rastetter, a third-year student playing three parts between the two shows, including Florinda in The Rover, finds the rehearsal schedule efficient. “The buzz of creativity carries over from one play to the other, and, certainly, a character from one play can greatly influence a character in the other. It’s really an exercise in versatility, and what actor wouldn’t be giddy at the prospect of that?”

The Rover and The American Clock open October 19 and 20, respectively, at Hastings Studio Theater, 77 Geary Street. For tickets, visit act-sf.org.
A.C.T. Preview: Humor Abuse

Some people fantasize about running away to join the circus; Lorenzo Pisoni was born and raised in one. And not just any circus—Pisoni spent his formative years as the youngest member of San Francisco’s beloved Pickle Family Circus, cofounded in 1974 by his mother and father, Peggy Snider and Larry Pisoni. In January, A.C.T. audiences will get a tantalizing peek at behind-the-big-top life when Lorenzo brings his solo show, Humor Abuse (cocreated with college friend and longtime collaborator Erica Schmidt), to his hometown. With touching reminiscences and hilarious virtuoso clowning, Pisoni offers an insightful and wildly entertaining look at his childhood—and his coming of age as an artist.

“Humor Abuse is about growing up in the circus and having a clown for a father,” Pisoni says. “But it’s mostly about a relationship between a child and a parent—a parent that the child doesn’t know very well.” He continues, “I’ve always wanted to do this show in San Francisco. The Pickle Family Circus was always so familial, and now this show has taken on some of those same qualities. In coming to A.C.T., I get to be part of bringing this show back to so many people for whom my parents’ circus was a big part of their lives.”

Pisoni developed the show with Schmidt over several years, beginning with workshop productions on the East Coast that led to the show’s world premiere at Manhattan Theatre Club in 2009. That production amassed accolades from both audiences and critics—the New York Times called Pisoni’s performance “breathtaking”—and won Drama Desk, OBIE, and Outer Critics Circle awards, among others.

Unlike many stage memoirs, Humor Abuse is filled with intensely physical staging that balances Pisoni’s poignant memories with the daring acrobatic and vaudevillian feats that shaped his childhood. He opens a window onto his relationship with his father, while showing off many of the tricks he learned at his knee (and in his stage trunk)—proving his prowess in juggling, backflips, and beyond.

A dynamic and versatile performer whose credits span 17th-century English classics (All’s Well That Ends Well and Measure for Measure at The Public Theater’s Shakespeare in the Park and The Gamester at A.C.T.), contemporary drama (Broadway’s Equus opposite Daniel Radcliffe, of Harry Potter fame), film and television, and, of course, circus work, Pisoni channels all of his skills and experience into Humor Abuse to take audiences on a full-throttle journey into his past.

“The ride that this play has been has taught me a great deal,” Pisoni says. “I can’t really think of anything better—to have successes and failures, and now to bring the show to an apex at the American Conservatory Theater is a wonderful story unto itself.”

Humor Abuse runs January 12 to February 5. For more information—including Pisoni’s series of video blogs chronicling the creation of the production—visit act-sf.org/humorabuse.
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CHRIS BUTLER* (Henry Brown) has won two Ovation Awards, NAACP Theatre Awards, Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Awards, and Garland Awards for his performances in Yellowman (The Fountain Theatre) and Stick Fly (The Matrix Theatre Company). Other notable theater credits include the Broadway revival of 110 in the Shade (Roundabout Theatre Company); Much Ado About Nothing (Kirk Douglas Theatre); Julius Caesar (Shakespeare Santa Cruz); One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (Rubicon Theatre Company); A Raisin in the Sun and The Piano Lesson (Oregon Shakespeare Festival); Blue (Pasadena Playhouse); A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Globe Theatre); Romeo and Juliet and Much Ado About Nothing (The Shakespeare Center of Los Angeles); and The School for Wives (La Jolla Playhouse). Butler’s television credits include The Good Wife, The Big Bang Theory, Criminal Minds, The Good Wife, True Blood, and Rizzoli & Isles. On film, he has appeared in The Master, Tropic Thunder, In the Loop, and The Big Short. Butler received his M.F.A. in theater from UC San Diego and a B.A. in dramatic arts from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.


SUSAN HEYWARD’s* (Susan) New York credits include Rained (Manhattan Theatre Club), Nathan the Wise and The Oedipus Cycle (The Pearl Theatre Company), I Have Before Me a Remarkable Document Given to Me by a Young Lady from Rwanda (The Phoenix Ensemble), and The Snow Queen (Urban Stages), as well as readings at The Public Theater and Red Bull Theater. Regional credits include Sabrina Fair (Ford’s Theatre), The Master Builder (Yale Repertory Theatre), You Can’t Take It with You (Peterborough Players), and numerous plays with the American Shakespeare Center, including, Romeo and Juliet, Antony and Cleopatra, The Winter’s Tale, The Tempest, Othello, Hamlet, Pericles, and As You Like It. Film and television credits include Ma’George, The Big Date, Oedipus, Revelations, 30 Rock, Law & Order, and Michael and Michael Have Issues. She received her training at Carnegie Mellon University and the Moscow Art Theatre School of Acting.

*Member of Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.
KEVIN O’ROURKE* (Charles Strickland) has appeared on Broadway in *Cat on a Hot Tin Roof* with Kathleen Turner, *Spoils of War,* and *Alone Together.* His other New York and regional credits include work at Manhattan Theatre Club, The Public Theater, Second Stage Theatre, Playwrights Horizons, Roundabout Theatre Company, Primary Stages, Arena Stage, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Baltimore’s centerstage, Long Wharf Theatre, Yale Repertory Theatre, and the Williamstown Theatre Festival. Onscreen credits include *Vice Versa,* *Turbulence,* *Tattoo,* *The Aviator,* and the television series *Law & Order,* *The Good Wife,* *Blue Bloods,* *Damages,* and *The Sopranos.* O’Rourke received a Screen Actors Guild Award nomination for the AMC series *Remember WENN* and is currently appearing as Mayor Edward Bader on the HBO series *Boardwalk Empire.* He has directed at the Williamstown Theatre Festival, West Bank Cafe, New Dramatists, and Acadia Repertory Theatre. He also staged the New York premiere of Abi Morgan’s *Tender* at the Michael Weller Theatre. Since 2004 he has served as the artistic director of the Williams College Summer Theatre Lab.

KEVIN ROLSTON* (Understudy) recent A.C.T. credits include *Once in a Lifetime* and *Tis Pity She’s a Whore.* Other regional credits include *Opus* and *Snow Falling on Cedars* at TheatreWorks; *What the Butler Saw,* *Sunlight,* and *Happy Now?* at Marin Theatre Company; *Doubt* and *Noises Off* at Center REP; and *The Glass Menagerie* and *Enrico IV* at The Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey. His theater work also includes three world premieres at Magic Theatre, including Rebecca Gilman’s *The Crowd You’re In With,* two tours with the San Francisco Mime Troupe, and productions with New Federal Theatre, Pulse Ensemble Theatre, Word for Word, foolsFURY Theater Company, PCPA Theaterfest, and the SF Playhouse. This fall Rolston will play Kilroy in *Camino Real,* directed by Matthew Graham Smith, as part of The Cutting Ball Theater’s Hidden Classics Reading Series.

MICHAEL GENE SULLIVAN* (Understudy) has appeared at A.C.T. in *The First Picture Show,* *Machinal,* *Pecong,* *Tartuffe,* and four seasons of *A Christmas Carol.* An actor, director, and resident playwright of the Tony Award–winning San Francisco Mime Troupe, Sullivan has performed in, written, or directed more than 20 SFMT plays. Other theaters include Denver Center Theatre Company, Berkeley Repertory Theatre, the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival, Magic Theatre, Lorraine Hansberry Theatre, TheatreWorks, and theater festivals in Asia, the Middle East, and Europe. A two-time Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle Award nominee for best original script for his work with the Mime Troupe, his one-person show *Did Anyone Ever Tell You—You Look Like Huey P. Newton?* was awarded the San Francisco Bay Guardian Upstage/Downstage Award and a best solo performance nomination. His adaptation of George Orwell’s *1984,* directed by Tim Robbins, premiered at Los Angeles’s Actors’ Gang theater.

*Member of Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States
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COURTNEY THOMAS† (Understudy) appeared most recently in Lorraine Hansberry Theatre’s production of Trouble in Mind (Millie) as part of Project 1 Voice and the A.C.T.’s Master of Fine Arts Program production of The Rover (Valeria). Other M.F.A. Program credits include Ion, The Comedy of Errors, Archangels Don’t Play Pinball, The Three Sisters (Irina), Every Good Boy Deserves Favour (with the San Francisco Conservatory of Music), A Lie of the Mind (Beth), and Gruesome Playground Injuries (Kayleen). Thomas earned a B.F.A. in theater arts from Howard University, where she performed in such productions as Joe Turner’s Come and Gone, Hamlet, and Oedipus Rex.

DAVID MAMET (Playwright) has been a force in American theater since 1976, when his first staged plays, Sexual Perversity in Chicago and American Buffalo, opened in New York. In 1978, he received the Outer Critics’ Circle Award for his contribution to American theater. In 1984, Glengarry Glen Ross won Mamet the Pulitzer Prize; it was made into a major motion picture in 1992 and won the Tony Award for Best Revival of a Play in 2005. Other plays include Edmond, The Cryptogram, The Water Engine, The Woods, Reunion, A Life in the Theatre, Lakeboat, Speed-the-Plow, Oleanna, The Old Neighborhood, Boston Marriage, Romance, and November. Mamet’s translations and adaptations include Faustus; Pierre Laville’s Red River; Anton Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard, The Three Sisters, and Uncle Vanya; and Harley Granville-Barker’s The Voysey Inheritance (commissioned and premiered by A.C.T. in 2005). Films on which Mamet served as writer and director include House of Games, Homicide, Oleanna, The Spanish Prisoner, Heist, The Winslow Boy, Spartan, and State and Main. His screenplays include The Verdict and Wag the Dog (both nominated for the Academy Award for Best Screenplay) and The Postman Always Rings Twice, The Untouchables, We’re No Angels, Hoffa, and The Edge. He has also written children’s plays and books, numerous volumes of essays, and a book of poems, and he is the creator and writer of the television series The Unit.

IRENE LEWIS (Director) was artistic director of Baltimore’s Centerstage for 20 seasons. While there, she directed a wide range of musicals, classics, and contemporary dramas: from Sweeney Todd to H.M.S. Pinafore; from Shakespeare to Schiller; and from The Investigation to Trouble in Mind. She premiered, produced, or commissioned many plays, including Miss Evers’ Boys, Intimate Apparel, Police Boys, Elmina’s Kitchen, and Thunder Knocking at the Door, and earned a number of Best of Baltimore awards. Her proudest achievement at Centerstage was the racial diversification of her board, staff, repertory, and audience. Before Centerstage, she was associate artistic director of Hartford Stage. Her film, Ives!, commissioned by the Hartford Symphony, won an award from PBS. She has directed for the Mark Taper Forum, Berkeley Repertory Theatre (Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle Award), the Williamstown Theatre Festival, Sundance Institute Theatre, Glimmerglass Opera, the New York Shakespeare Festival, and the national theater of Yugoslavia in Macedonia. She has taught and directed at New York University, Cornell University, and Juilliard and was awarded an honorary doctorate from McDaniel College in 2011.

CHRIS BARRECA (Scenic Designer) has designed more than 200 productions for theater, opera, and dance nationally and internationally. His Broadway credits include Marie Christine and Chronicle of a Death Foretold (American Theatre Wing Award)—both for Lincoln Center Theater; The Violet Hour; Our Country’s Good (Prague
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Quadrennial Selection); and Search and Destroy (Drama-Logue Award). Off-Broadway credits include Everett Beekin, Three Days of Rain (Drama Desk nomination), the musical Bernarda Alba, Roberto Zucco, Burning Patience, and In Perpetuity throughout the Universe. Regionally he has designed In a Garden, What They Have, The Studio, Vesuvius, The Birds, L’universe, Dark Rapture, The Heliotrope Bouquet, Hedda Gabler, Wolf at the Door, the new musicals Herringbone and Captains Courageous, and Anna Deavere Smith’s tour of Twilight: Los Angeles. In 1990 Barreca was awarded an NEA visiting artist grant to work with artists in Calcutta, India. He is currently the head of scenic design at California Institute of the Arts in Los Angeles.

CANDICE DONNELLY (Costume Designer) previously worked at A.C.T. on ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore, The Circle, and Happy End. Other credits include La novicia rebelde (Buenos Aires); Autumn Sonata (Yale Repertory Theatre); Endgame (BAM); Dolley Madison (PBS’s American Experience); The Wiz, The Importance of Being Earnest, The Three Sisters (centerstage); She Loves Me (Westport Country Playhouse); and Edgardo Mine (Guthrie Theater). She has worked on Broadway productions of Our Country’s Good, Fences, Hughie, Search and Destroy, and Mastergate. Off-Broadway credits include As You Like It and Skin of Our Teeth (Shakespeare in the Park); Haroun and the Sea of Stories and La finta giardiniera (New York City Opera); Fires in the Mirror and The Skin of Our Teeth (The Public Theater); and No Strings (Encores!). She has also designed shows for Hong Kong Opera, Minnesota Opera, Flemish National Opera, Berkeley Repertory Theatre, the Williamstown Theatre Festival, the A.R.T., and Huntington Theatre Company, among others.

RUI RITA (Lighting Design) has designed Broadway productions of Present Laughter, Dividing the Estate, Old Acquaintance, Enchanted April, The Price, and A Thousand Clowns. His off-Broadway premieres include Horton Foote’s The Orphans’ Home Cycle (Hewes Design Award, Signature Theatre Company); Nightingale and Moonlight and Magnolias (Manhattan Theatre Club); Big Bill, The Carpetbagger’s Children, Far East, and Ancestral Voices (Lincoln Center Theater); and The Day Emily Married (Primary Stages). Other off-Broadway revivals include The Milk Train Doesn’t Stop Here Anymore (Roundabout Theatre Company), Engaged (OBIE Award, Theatre for a New Audience), and Dinner with Friends (Variety Arts Center). Additional off-Broadway and regional credits include work at Second Stage Theatre, New York Shakespeare Festival/The Public Theater, the Alley Theatre, Arena Stage,
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CLIFF CARUTHERS (Sound Designer) has created soundscapes and music for more than 200 productions, including *Once in a Lifetime*, *The Homecoming*, *The Caucasian Chalk Circle*, *November*, and *Brainpeople* for A.C.T.; *Happy Days* for the Guthrie Theatre; *Crime and Punishment* and *TRAGEDY: a tragedy for Berkeley Repertory Theatre*; *...and Jesus Moonwalks the Mississippi*, *The Tempest*, and *Pelleas and Melisande* for The Cutting Ball Theater; *9 Circles* for Marin Theatre Company; *Bug, Dead Man's Cell Phone*, and *Reborn* for the SF Playhouse; *On the Waterfront* for San Jose Stage Company; *The Creature* for Black Box Theatre; and *Opus* for TheatreWorks. He is also cocurator of the San Francisco Tape Music Festival and has performed his music at the Prague Quadrennial, 964 Natoma, Deep Wireless, Noise Pancakes, the San Francisco Electronic Music Festival, and the Society for Electroacoustic Music in the United States. Future theater projects include *Troilus and Cressida* and *Julius Caesar* at the Guthrie.

MICHAEL PALLER (Dramaturg) joined A.C.T. as resident dramaturg and director of humanities in August 2005. He began his professional career as literary manager at Center Repertory Theatre (Cleveland), then worked as a play reader and script consultant for Manhattan Theatre Club, and has since been a dramaturg for George Street Playhouse, the Berkshire Theatre Festival, Barrington Stage Company, Long Wharf Theatre, Roundabout Theatre Company, and others. He dramaturged the Russian premiere of Tennessee Williams’s *Small Craft Warnings* at the Sovremennik Theater in Moscow. Paller is the author of *Gentlemen Callers: Tennessee Williams, Homosexuality, and Mid-Twentieth-Century Drama* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2005) and *Williams in an Hour* (Smith & Kraus 2010); he has also written theater and book reviews for the *Washington Post*, *Village Voice*, *Newsday*, and *Mirabella* magazine. Before his arrival at A.C.T., he taught at Columbia University and the State University of New York at Purchase.

KIMBERLY MARK WEBB* (Stage Manager) is in his 18th season at A.C.T., where his recent credits include *The Homecoming*, *Scapin*, *Phèdre*, *Rock 'n' Roll*, *'Tis Pity She's a Whore*, and *Sweeney Todd*. In addition to a long association with Berkeley Repertory Theatre, his other work includes productions for Center Theatre Group in Los Angeles, Boston’s Huntington Theatre Company, San Jose Repertory Theatre, La Jolla Playhouse, the Williamstown Theatre Festival, Kansas City Repertory Theatre, and Marin Theatre Company. He served as production stage manager at Theatre Three in Dallas for six years.

STEPHANIE SCHLIEMANN* (Assistant Stage Manager) has worked on *Marcus*; or *The Secret of Sweet*, *The Tosca Project*, *The Caucasian Chalk Circle*, *November*, *Edward Albee's At Home at the Zoo*, *War Music*, *Blood Knot*, *The Circle*, and *A Christmas Carol* at A.C.T. Other local stage-managing credits include *Flower Drum Song*, *Guys and Dolls*, *The King and I*, *Gypsy*, and *The Wizard of Oz* at American Musical Theatre of San Jose; *Orson's Shadow* at Marin Theatre Company; *Le nozze de Figaro* and *The Magic Flute* at Opera San Jose; and *Spring Awakening*, *Love in American Times, Ain't Misbehavin', Hannah and Martin*, and *Bad Dates*, among others, at San Jose Repertory Theatre. She has also worked with TheatreWorks, Teatro ZinZanni, the Mexican Heritage Corporation, and the Circus Center of San Francisco.

*Member of Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.
CAREY PERLOFF (Artistic Director) is celebrating her 20th season as artistic director of A.C.T., where she most recently directed The Homecoming, The Yacca Project (cocreated with choreographer Val Caniparoli and currently touring Canada), and Racine's Phèdre. Known for directing innovative productions of classics and championing new writing for the theater, Perloff has also directed for A.C.T. José Rivera's Boleros for the Disenchanted, the world premieres of Philip Kan Gotanda’s After the War (A.C.T. commission) and her own adaptation (with Paul Walsh) of A Christmas Carol, the American premieres of Tom Stoppard’s The Invention of Love and Indian Ink and Harold Pinter’s Celebration, A.C.T. commissioned translations/adaptations of Hecuba, The Misanthrope, Enrico W, Mary Stuart, Uncle Vanya, and A Mother, The Voysey Inheritance (adapted by David Mamet); the world premiere of Leslie Ayvazian’s Singer’s Boy, and major revivals of Tis Pity She’s a Whore, The Government Inspector, Happy End (including a critically acclaimed cabaret recording), A Doll’s House, Waiting for Godot, The Three Sisters, The Threepenny Opera, Old Times, The Rose Tattoo, Antigone, Creditors, The Room, Home, The Tempest, and Stoppard’s Rock ‘n’ Roll, Travesties, The Real Thing, Night and Day, and Arcadia. Perloff’s work for A.C.T. also includes Marie Ndiaye’s Hilda, the world premieres of Marc Blitzstein’s No for an Answer and David Lang/Mac Wellman’s The Difficulty of Crossing a Field, and the West Coast premiere of her own play The Colossus of Rhodes (Susan Smith Blackburn Award finalist).

Her play Luminescence Dating premiered in New York at The Ensemble Studio Theatre, was coproduced by A.C.T. and Magic Theatre, and is published by Dramatists Play Service. Her play Waiting for the Flood has received workshops at A.C.T., New York Stage & Film, and Roundabout Theatre Company. Her latest play, Higher, was developed at New York Stage and Film and presented at San Francisco’s Contemporary Jewish Museum last November; it will receive its world premiere in January 2012 at The Theater at Children’s Creativity Museum. Her one-act The Morning After was a finalist for the Heideman Award at Actors Theatre of Louisville. Perloff has collaborated as a director on new plays by many notable writers, including Gotanda, Nilo Cruz, and Robert O’Hara. She also recently directed a new Elektra for the Getty Villa in Los Angeles.

Before joining A.C.T., Perloff was artistic director of Classic Stage Company in New York, where she directed the world premiere of Ezza Pound’s Elektra, the American premiere of Pinter’s Mountain Language, and many classic works. Under Perloff’s leadership, CSC won numerous OBIE Awards, including the 1988 OBIE for artistic excellence. In 1993, she directed the world premiere of Steve Reich and Beryl Korot’s opera The Cave at the Vienna Festival and Brooklyn Academy of Music. A recipient of France’s Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres and the National Corporate Theatre Fund’s 2007 Artistic Achievement Award, Perloff received a B.A. Phi Beta Kappa in classics and comparative literature from Stanford University and was a Fulbright Fellow at Oxford. She was on the faculty of the Tisch School of the Arts at New York University for seven years and teaches and directs in the A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program. She is the proud mother of Lexie and Nicholas.

ELLEN RICHARD (Executive Director) joined A.C.T. as executive director in August 2010. She served previously as executive director of off Broadway’s nonprofit Second Stage Theatre in New York City. During her tenure at Second Stage, she was responsible for the purchase contract of the Helen Hayes Theatre and substantial growth in subscription income and growth in individual giving. Under Richard’s leadership, Second Stage provided the initial home for the Broadway productions Everyday Rapture, Next to Normal, and The Little DogLaughed.

From 1983 to 2005, Richard enjoyed a rich and varied career with Roundabout Theatre Company. By the time she departed as managing director, Roundabout had been transformed from a small nonprofit on the verge of bankruptcy into one of the country’s largest and most successful theater companies of its kind. Richard is the recipient of six Tony Awards as producer, for Roundabout productions of Cabaret (1998), A View from the Bridge (1998), Side Man (1999), Nine (2003), Assassins (2004), and Glengarry Glen Ross (2005). Producer of more than 125 shows at Roundabout, she had direct supervision of all general and production management, marketing, and financial aspects of the theater’s operations. She conceptualized and oversaw the redesign of the three permanent Roundabout stages—Studio 54, the American Airlines Theatre, and the Harold and Miriam Steinberg Center for Theatre. She directed the location search for Cabaret and supervised the creation of that production’s environmental Kit Kat Klub.

Prior to her tenure at Roundabout, Richard served as business manager of Westport Country Playhouse, theater manager for Stamford Center for the Arts, and business manager for Atlas Scenic Studio. She began her career working as a stagehand, sound designer, and scenic artist assistant.

MELISSA SMITH (Conservatory Director) oversees the administration of the A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program, Young Conservatory, Summer Training Congress, and Studio A.C.T., in addition to serving as the master acting teacher of the M.F.A. Program. Before joining A.C.T. in 1995, Smith served as director of the program in theater and dance at Princeton University, where she taught acting for six years. She has worked with people of all ages in venues around the country, including teaching in Hawaii and in Florence, Italy. Also a professional actor, she has performed in numerous off-off Broadway plays and at regional theaters, including A.C.T. In 2004 she toured London and Birmingham (U.K.) in Berkeley Repertory Theatre’s production of Continental Divide. Smith holds a B.A. in English and theater from Yale College and an M.F.A. in acting from the Yale School of Drama.
What It Means to Be a Company Sponsor

Company Sponsor

Doug Tilden has been attending and supporting A.C.T. for many years because he is always impressed by the quality of our productions. When he champions A.C.T. as a world-class theater, he knows what he’s talking about: over the past four decades, his career in international shipping has taken him to Asia, the Middle East, and South America. Since settling in the Bay Area, he has continued to increase his involvement with A.C.T. because he deeply appreciates the extra steps we take to make him feel part of the A.C.T. family and experience—from bringing him into rehearsals to inviting him to lunch with the artistic team.

Doug has had countless memorable experiences at A.C.T. His favorite productions include recent hits from the past three seasons: Rock ‘n’ Roll, The Tosca Project, and Armistead Maupin’s Tales of the City. Last June, he had the pleasure of sitting with the author of the famed Tales of the City series at the Opening Night Gala in Union Square. Doug appreciates that A.C.T. develops ambitious new works like Tales and has a strong tradition of presenting Bay Area stories like Tales, Tosca, After the War, and this season’s Humor Abuse.

The support of Company Sponsors like Doug allows A.C.T. to develop new work, stage bold interpretations of classics, and engage the San Francisco Bay Area community in the art of live theater. Company Sponsors also help A.C.T. expand our community outreach and theater education programs, one of Doug’s passions. In the current season alone, some 10,000 young people will participate in A.C.T.’s Theater in Schools Program thanks to the support of donors like Doug.

Doug is also an amateur archaeologist and serves on the board of the Archaeological Institute of America. Last summer he took a youth group from Florida and South Carolina to Belize, where they participated in an archaeological excavation, repaired a school, and learned about the local culture. In addition to his involvement with A.C.T., he sits on the boards of the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco and World Savvy.

For information about A.C.T. company sponsorship, contact Associate Director of Development, Individual Giving Jonathan Frappier at 415.439.2353 or jfrappier@act-sf.org. More information is available online at act-sf.org/donorlevels.
In a season of stunning premieres, become a “Premiere” Patron and ENHANCE YOUR THEATERGOING EXPERIENCE!

A new or increased Patron Level gift ($1,200–$1,999) will qualify you for numerous insider benefits, including:

- Two guest passes to the VIP Lounge during intermission
- An invitation to attend a Saturday Salon with a special guest artist
- An invitation to attend an opening night pre-show dinner with the director of the play

PLUS, all new Patron Level donors joining us by the end of November have the opportunity to win other unique experiences, including:

- A VIP ticket four-pack to A Christmas Carol
- A pair of season subscriptions to our 2012-13 season
- A private backstage tour for you and your friends

Make your gift today! For more information, take a brochure from the lobby or visit http://www.act-sf.org/premiere
Producers Circle members make annual gifts of $12,000 or more to A.C.T. Their extraordinary generosity supports season productions, actor training in our conservatory, and arts education in our community. Members are invited to participate in the artistic development of A.C.T.’s season by attending production meetings and taking part in numerous behind-the-scenes opportunities. We are privileged to recognize these members’ generosity during the August 1, 2010–September 1, 2011, period. For information about membership, please contact Jonathan Frappier at 415.439.2353 or jfrappier@act-sf.org.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
($25,000–$49,999)
Lesley Clement
Daniel e. Cohn
Ms. Joan Danforth
Michael Dovey
Ken Fulk
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon P. Getty
Chris and Leslie Johnson
Nion t. McEvoy
Mrs. Albert J. Moorman
Lisa and John Pritzker
Ms. Toni Rembe and Mr. Arthur Rock
Lorenzo Thione and David Palmer
Jack and Susy Wadsworth
Barry Williams and Lalita Tademy
Carlie Wilmans

COMPANY SPONSOR
($50,000 & ABOVE)
Anonymous
Barbara and Gerson Bakar
Ray and Dagmar Dolby
Frannie and Mort Fleishhacker
Priscilla and Keith Geeslin
Ambassador James C. Hormel and Michael P. Nguyen
Fred M. Levin and Nancy Livingston,
The Shenson Foundation
Burt and Deedee McMurtry
Patti and Rusty Rueff
Kathleen Scottfield
Mary and Steven Swig
Doug Tilden
Jeff and Laurie Ubben
Susan A. Van Wagner

Producers Circle members make annual gifts of $12,000 or more to A.C.T. Their extraordinary generosity supports season productions, actor training in our conservatory, and arts education in our community. Members are invited to participate in the artistic development of A.C.T.’s season by attending production meetings and taking part in numerous behind-the-scenes opportunities. We are privileged to recognize these members’ generosity during the August 1, 2010–September 1, 2011, period. For information about membership, please contact Jonathan Frappier at 415.439.2353 or jfrappier@act-sf.org.

DIRECTORS CIRCLE
($12,000–$24,999)
Anonymous
Judith and David Anderson
Robert Maier Anderson and Nicola Miner
Ms. Lynda Barber
Stephen Belford and Bobby Minkler
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Bryan
Lloyd and Janet Cluff
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dathe
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mr. and Mrs. William Draper III

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
($6,000–$11,999)
Anonymous (3)
Mr. Paul Angelo
Nancy and Joachim Bechtle
Gayle and Steve Brugler
Ronald Casassa
Dr. Devon Char and Valerie Charlton-Char
Mr. and Mrs. David Crane
Julia and James Davidson
Madeline and Myrlie Deaton
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mrs. Michael Dollinger
Anne and Gerald Down
Joan Eckart
Drs. Caroline Emnett and Russell Ryder
Jacqueline and Christian Erdman
Vicki and David Fleishhacker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gallagher
Harvey and Gail Glasser
Marcia and John Goldman
Mr. and Mrs. Kirke Hasson
Mr. James Hayes
Ms. Betty Hoener
Rob Hulteng
Ian and Rita Isaacs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
The Reverend and Mrs. Alan Jones
Mr. Joel Krauska and Ms. Patricia Fox
Patrick Lane
Joan Lane
Capiego Properties, Barbara and Chuck Lavaroni

Directors Circle members make annual contributions of $2,000 to $11,999 to A.C.T. Their exceptional generosity supports production, programming, and instruction costs not covered by ticket sales and tuition. Members enjoy a variety of benefits, including invitations to Saturday Salons and opening night festivities, complimentary parking, access to the VIP ticket line to purchase or exchange premium tickets, and use of the VIP Lounge during performance intermissions. We are privileged to recognize these members’ generosity during the August 1, 2010–September 1, 2011, period. For information about membership, please contact Jonathan Frappier at 415.439.2353 or jfrappier@act-sf.org.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
($6,000–$11,999)
Anonymous (3)
Mr. Paul Angelo
Nancy and Joachim Bechtle
Gayle and Steve Brugler
Ronald Casassa
Dr. Devon Char and Valerie Charlton-Char
Mr. and Mrs. David Crane
Julia and James Davidson
Madeline and Myrlie Deaton
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mrs. Michael Dollinger
Anne and Gerald Down
Joan Eckart
Drs. Caroline Emnett and Russell Ryder
Jacqueline and Christian Erdman
Vicki and David Fleishhacker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gallagher
Harvey and Gail Glasser
Marcia and John Goldman
Mr. and Mrs. Kirke Hasson
Mr. James Hayes
Ms. Betty Hoener
Rob Hulteng
Ian and Rita Isaacs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
The Reverend and Mrs. Alan Jones
Mr. Joel Krauska and Ms. Patricia Fox
Patrick Lane
Joan Lane
Capiego Properties, Barbara and Chuck Lavaroni
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Mr. Paul Angelo
Nancy and Joachim Bechtle
Gayle and Steve Brugler
Ronald Casassa
Dr. Devon Char and Valerie Charlton-Char
Mr. and Mrs. David Crane
Julia and James Davidson
Madeline and Myrlie Deaton
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mrs. Michael Dollinger
Anne and Gerald Down
Joan Eckart
Drs. Caroline Emnett and Russell Ryder
Jacqueline and Christian Erdman
Vicki and David Fleishhacker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gallagher
Harvey and Gail Glasser
Marcia and John Goldman
Mr. and Mrs. Kirke Hasson
Mr. James Hayes
Ms. Betty Hoener
Rob Hulteng
Ian and Rita Isaacs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
The Reverend and Mrs. Alan Jones
Mr. Joel Krauska and Ms. Patricia Fox
Patrick Lane
Joan Lane
Capiego Properties, Barbara and Chuck Lavaroni
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Mr. Paul Angelo
Nancy and Joachim Bechtle
Gayle and Steve Brugler
Ronald Casassa
Dr. Devon Char and Valerie Charlton-Char
Mr. and Mrs. David Crane
Julia and James Davidson
Madeline and Myrlie Deaton
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mrs. Michael Dollinger
Anne and Gerald Down
Joan Eckart
Drs. Caroline Emnett and Russell Ryder
Jacqueline and Christian Erdman
Vicki and David Fleishhacker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gallagher
Harvey and Gail Glasser
Marcia and John Goldman
Mr. and Mrs. Kirke Hasson
Mr. James Hayes
Ms. Betty Hoener
Rob Hulteng
Ian and Rita Isaacs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
The Reverend and Mrs. Alan Jones
Mr. Joel Krauska and Ms. Patricia Fox
Patrick Lane
Joan Lane
Capiego Properties, Barbara and Chuck Lavaroni

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
($6,000–$11,999)
Anonymous (3)
Mr. Paul Angelo
Nancy and Joachim Bechtle
Gayle and Steve Brugler
Ronald Casassa
Dr. Devon Char and Valerie Charlton-Char
Mr. and Mrs. David Crane
Julia and James Davidson
Madeline and Myrlie Deaton
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mrs. Michael Dollinger
Anne and Gerald Down
Joan Eckart
Drs. Caroline Emnett and Russell Ryder
Jacqueline and Christian Erdman
Vicki and David Fleishhacker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gallagher
Harvey and Gail Glasser
Marcia and John Goldman
Mr. and Mrs. Kirke Hasson
Mr. James Hayes
Ms. Betty Hoener
Rob Hulteng
Ian and Rita Isaacs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Johnson
The Reverend and Mrs. Alan Jones
Mr. Joel Krauska and Ms. Patricia Fox
Patrick Lane
Joan Lane
Capiego Properties, Barbara and Chuck Lavaroni
Mr. James Robinson and Ms. Kathy Kohrman
Mrs. Marianne B. Robison
Toby and Sally Rosenblatt
Gerald B. Rosenberg
Gary Rubenstein and Nancy Matthews
Dace and Heidi Rutland
Ms. Anne Shonk
Rick and Cindy Simons
Matthew and Lisa Sonsini
Jeff and Maria Stinmer
Mr. Laurence L. Spitters
Marion and Emmett Stanton
Mr. David G. Steele
Frank Stein and Paul May
Mr. Jack R. Steinmetz
Dr. and Mrs. Martin Terplan
Laney and Pascha Thornton
William and Judith Timken
Jack Weeden and David Davies
Paul and Barbara Weiss

PLAYWRIGHT ($4,000–$5,999)
Anonymous (2)
Fritzi Benesch
Annie and Richard Bennett
Donna L. Beres and Terry Dahl
Ben and Noel Bouck
Ms. Linda Brown
Mr. Kimo Campbell
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Cape
Mr. and Mrs. Steven B. Chase
Scott Cauchois and Erika Doede
Ms. Sally Carlson
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Upton, Jr.
Annie and Gail Wagner
Dr. Damon M. Walcott
Ms. Carol Watts
Tim M. Whalen
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce White
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Wiesenthal
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wu
S.S. Yosufzai
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett G. Young

DIRECTOR ($2,000–$3,999)
Anonymous (7)
Martha and Michael Adler
Betty and Bruce Alberts
Ms. Sharon A. Anderson
Dr. and Mrs. Stefan Arnow
Mr. David N. Barnard
Tevea Rose Barnes and Alan Sankin
Valerie Barth and Peter Booth Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Berg
Mr. Kenneth C. Berner
Jane Bernstein and Robert Ellis
Kenneth Berryman
Dr. Barbara L. Bessey and Dr. Kevin J. Gilmartin
Fred and Nancy Bjork
Lisa and Barry Blum
John Boland and James Carroll
Mr. Mitchell Bolen
Christopher and Debra Booth
Brenda and Roger Borovoy
Katherine and Roy Bukstein
Tom and Carol Burkart
Patrick Callan
Ms. Sally Carlson
Scott Cauchois and Erika Doede
Mr. and Mrs. Steven B. Chase
T.Z. and Irmgard Chu
Byrd clawson and
Ms. Patricia Connolly
Dr. and Mrs. William J. Comport
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby J. Curotto
Richard T. Davis and William J. Lowell

--- DIRECTORS CIRCLE CONTINUED ---
Mr. T. L. Davis and Ms. M. N. Plant
Robert and Judith DeFranco
Mr. Kelly Deneuve
Reid and Peggy Dennis
Mr. William Dickey
Mrs. Julie D. Dickson
Ms. Janeanne Doar
Dos Remedios Family Trust
Carole and Dan Eitfong
Richard G. Fabian
Charles and Susan Falady
Mr. Richard Felciano
Mr. Robert Feyer and
Ms. Marsha Cohen
Donald and Sylvia Fillman
Dr. and Mrs. Richard J. Fineberg
Sue and Ed Fish
Bob and Randy Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick F. Flannery
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Fowler
Mrs. Phyllis Friedman
Dr. and Mrs. Fred N. Fritsch
Dr. and Mrs. Richard E. Geist
Mr. Michael R. Genesereth
Arthur W. Gianoukos
Richard Gibson and Paul Porcher
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Giliardi
Dr. A. Goldschläger
Barbara Grassessich and Tony Crabb
Ms. Ann M. Griffiths
Curtis and Vicki Groninga
Ms. Margaret J. Grover
Mrs. Emiladiln V. Guerin
Nadine Guffanti and Ed Medford
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Halliday
Mr. Robert Hanson and
Mr. Michael Agins
Alan and Wendy Harris
David and华夏福特
Katherine Hennig and Barbara Jones
Mr. Donald H. Holcomb
Holly and Chris Hollenbeck
Mr. Ronald A. Hummel
Lyn and Harry Isbell
Mr. Franklin Jackson and
Ms. Maloos Vanarian
Dr. and Mrs. C. David Jensen
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kamil
Greg Kellogg and Rebecca Katz
Ms. Nancy L. Kittle
Mr. R. Samuel Klatchko
Mr. Paul Kochis and
Ms. Amy Millman Kochis
Jennifer Langan
Mr. Richard Lee and
Ms. Patricia Taylor Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Leon
Dr. Lois Levine Mundie
Ms. Helen S. Lewis
Sue Yung Li and Dale Ikeda
Herbert and Claire Lindenberger
Ms. Jennifer Lindsay
Ron and Mary Loar
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Long
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Ludgus
Mr. Patrick Machado
Melanie and Peter Maier — Maier Family Foundation
Mr. Jeffrey P. Malloy
Bruce and Naomi Mann
Ms. Lillian Martin
Ms. Tobi A. Mason
Ms. Jill Matchak Handelsman
Deborah Matthews

Mr. and Mrs. Archibald McClure
Courtney and Frederick McCrea
John G. McCleary
Mr. and Mrs. Casey McKibben
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miles
David and Alex Miller
J. Sanford Miller and Vinie Zhang Miller
David Mills
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Mohn
Mrs. Mary D. Niemiller
Ms. Doris Nordneen
Bruce and Risa Nye
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas H. Ogden
Janet and Clyde Ostler
Mr. Frank Ottwell
Rachel and Timothy Parker
Mr. Steven C. Phillips and Ms. Susan Sandler
Mr. and Mrs. William Pitcher
Bill and Pamela Pesha
Ms. Nancy Quintrell
Gordon Radley
Marilyn Randol Sherwin
Jacob and Maria Elena Ratinoff
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Raymer
Albert and Roxanne Richards
James and Lisbeth Robison
Deborah Romer and William Tucker
Scott and Janis Sachtjen
Paul Sack
Monica Salusky and John Sutherland
Curtis N. Sanford
Jack and Betty Schafer
Mr. Greg Scown and Mr. Yunor Peralta
Dr. F. Stanley Seltfried
Mr. and Mrs. John Shanks
David and Susan Shields
Earl G. and Marietta Singer
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Smallwood
Camilla and George Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Snow
Ms. Kristine Sotoian and
Mr. Byung-Tek Kim
Mr. Richard Spate
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Spears
Mr. Robert J. Spinkings
Richard Spoor
Lillis and Max Stern
Rick Stern and Nancy Ginsburg Stern
Vibeke Strand, M.D., and
Jack Loftis, Ph.D.
Richard and Michele Stratton
Jason M. Surles
Marvin Tanigawa
Ms. Norah Terrault
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Terris
Mr. Eric Test and Dr. Odella Braun
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Thomas
Ms. Patricia Tomlinson and
Mr. Bennet Weintraub
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald G. VandenBerghe
Ms. Marla W. Walcott
Ted Weber, Jr.
Mr. William R. Weir
Irv Weissman and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Westover
Mr. Keith Wetmore
Mr. Michael Williams
Mr. Alexander Withnall
Mr. Joe Wolcott
Ms. Linda Ying Wong
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Workman

415.439.2355
Annual Fund donors make annual contributions of $75–$1,999 in support of A.C.T.’s operations and programs. They receive a variety of benefits in thanks for their generous support, including invitations to special events, ticket and merchandise discounts, and opportunities to experience behind-the-scenes tours of the theater. We are pleased to recognize these donors’ generosity during the August 1, 2010–September 1, 2011, period. Space limitations prevent us from listing all those who have generously supported the Annual Fund. For information about giving to the A.C.T. Annual Fund, please contact Hilary Davis at 415.439.2355 or hdavis@act-sf.org.

**PATRON**
($1,000–$1,999)

Barbara and Marcus Aaron
Mr. Joe Albere
David Austin
David V. Beery and Norman Abramson
Richard and Kim Beleson
Helen and Stuart Bessler
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Boas
Susan and Brian Bock
Tim and Peggy Brown
Mr. Denis Carrade
Gerhard and Regina Casper
Judge Barbara A. Caulfield
Mrs. Donald Chaiken
Mr. Craig Claussen
Jean and Mike Couch
Ms. Karen F. Crommie
Ms. Joanne Dunn
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Erdberg
Leif and Sharon Erickson
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Gaylord
Mrs. Gloria G. Getty
Ted and Louise Gould
Patricia Gribben
Mr. John F. Heil
Patricia Herman and Brian Herman
Ms. Adrienne Hirt and Mr. Jeffrey Rodman
Ms. Maria Hooper
Mrs. Shirley Hort
Mr. A. Eugene Huguenin, Jr.
George and Leslie Hume
Jeffrey and Loretta Kaskey
George and Janet King
Dr. Allan Kleidion
Barbara and Charles Kridler
Ms. Catherine Less
Maureen McKibben
Ms. Rutka Messinger
Lillian and James Mitchell
Mr. George Montgomery
Mrs. R. Morrissey
Dalia and Lance Nagel

Joseph C. Najapour and Deana Logan
Mrs. Margaret O’Drain
Mr. Scott Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Osher
Joyce and Clark Palmer
Dr. David J. Pasta
Richard and Donna Perkins
Joel and Tamara Podolny
Martin Rabonowitz
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Reitan
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Riggio
Ms. Eliza K. Robertson and Mr. Richard Lawler
James and Roberta Romeo
Ms. Karen Rosenak
Theodore W. Rosenak
Ms. Susan Rosin Jacobs
Mr. Brian Bock
Mark and Martha Ross
Russell and Diane Ruden
Mrs. H. Harrison Sadler
Dr. Barbara Sayles
Ms. Nina M. Scheller
James and Michele Scillian
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford A. Sharpe
Mr. Herbert Steierman
Kat Taylor and Tom Steyer
Steven and Som Stone
The Toboni Family
Ruthellen Toole
The Tournesol Project
TPG Capital, L.P.
Mr. Charles Tuttle
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Vitt
Kathryn and Robert Vizas
Mr. Chris Wansney
Ms. Alix Weissman
Ms. Beth Weissman
Ann and Scott Westbrook
Mr. Robert Weston
Mr. David S. Winkler
Mr. David S. Wood and Ms. Kathleen Garrison
Mr. Lee Yearley and Ms. Sally Gressens

**SUSTAINER**
($600–$999)

Anonymous (2)
Mr. and Mrs. James Michael Allen
Lynn Altshuler and Stanley D. Herzstein
Mr. David J. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Anderson
Ms. Patricia Wilde Anderson
Mr. Timothy Wilde Anderson
Mrs. Audrey Apple
Armar Archbould
Martin Armstrong
Ms. Joyce Avery and Mr. Brian A. Berg
Ms. Mary Jane Barclay
Thomas and Louise Bates
Mr. Daniel R. Bedford
Susan Berston and Patti Stanton
Mr. Roland E. Brandel
Linda K. Brewer
Ms. Caitlin Brown
Mr. Larry E. Brown
Nora-Lee and Alfred Buckingham
Ms. Allison Butler and Mr. Richard Peers
Frederick Castro
Ms. Paula Champagne
Robert and Susan Christiansen
Ms. Linda R. Cline
Ms. Marian E. Cobb
Dr. Michael V. Collins
Sue and Gary Conway
Ms. Jane Cooper
Mrs. Carol G. Costigan
Ms. Donna Crabb and Mr. Gustav Laub
Mr. Copley E. Crosby
Mr. Timothy Dunn
Donald and Janiece Elliott
Ms. Elizabeth Engle
Mr. and Mrs. Michael O. Felix
Sara Filippek and Eric Filippek
Mr. Robert Finkle
Paul Fitzgerald and Linda Williams
The Fogelin Family
Karen and Stuart Gansky
William Garland and Michael Mooney

Mr. and Mrs. Gary B. Garofalo
Ms. Carol A. Gilpin
David B. Goldstein and Julia Vetromile
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Greene
Dr. and Mrs. Gabriel Gregoratos
Mrs. Shannon Hall
Ms. Mary E. Hanemann
Ms. Kendra Hartnett
Ms. Teri Hernandez
Mrs. Barbara and William Hershey
Mr. Michael Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Humphrey
Ms. Minda Hurd
Virginia M. Ingham
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Ives
Michele and Warren Jackson
Mr. Harry L. Jacobs
Stephanie and Owen Jensen
Allan and Rebecca Jergesen
Norman and Barbara Johnson
Gary and Zevya Kardsos
Ms. Josephine Kennedy
Carole and Stephen Krause
Edward and Miriam Landesman
Mr. and Mrs. Merl Larson
Mrs. Judith T. Leahy
Mr. Steven Lipson
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Lobel
Ms. Sally Lopez
Mr. John H. Magee
Bennett and Wendy Markel
Stephen and Holly Massey
Ms. R. Vernie Mast
Mr. and Mrs. John McMahan
Mr. Robert W. Menzies
Dr. and Mrs. Delbert H. Meyer
Ms. Carol Mitchell
Mrs. Eunice M. Mongan
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Morris
Mr. Daniel Murphy and Mr. Ronald J. Hayden
Lorie Nachlis and Abby Abinanti
Ms. Joanna Officer and Mr. Ralph Tiegel
Ms. Madeleine F. Paterson
Edward C. Porter and James Averbeck
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Quibell
Fern and John Quigley
Michael Raddie and G. F. Tunnell

Ms. Helen Rigby
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rino
Ms. Diane H. Roberts and Mr. Jason Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rogers
Marguerite Romanello
Mr. and Mrs. David Rosenkrantz
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Rosenthal
Richard and Janet Saalfeld
Louise Adler Sampson
Dorothy R. Saxe
Tony and Mary Lou Schiavo
Mrs. Sonya Schmid
Mr. Paul Schmidt
Jane and Bob Scueller
Mr. Howard G. Schutz
Ms. Elizabeth Seifel
Suzanne Geier Seton
Mr. Harvey Shapiro
Mr. James Shay
Ms. Heidi Skrenta
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Stern
Margaret Stewart and Severin Borenstein
Ian E. Stockdale and Ruth Leibig
Dr. and Mrs. Irving F. Stowers
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Strickberger
Mr. Bruce Suehiro
Ms. Kim Szelog
Ms. Meredith Tennent and Mr. Walter Conway
Ms. Margaret Thompson
Ms. Mary Topfl
Dr. Owen S. Valentine
Leon Van Steen
Mr. Andrew Velline
Mr. and Mrs. James Wagstaffe
Ms. Margaret Warton and Mr. Steve Benting
Mr. William C. Webster
Magda Westlund and Mr. Eric Schwartz
Mr. Richard West
Cliff and Sally L. Wilson
Mr. Steven Winkel
Mr. Ronald D. Wong
Sally Woolsey
Marilyn and Irving Yalom
Peter and Midge Zischke

---

**EVERY DOLLAR YOU GIVE MAKES GREAT THEATER HAPPEN!**

Did you know that A.C.T. is a nonprofit organization, and that the price of your ticket covers just 60% of our expenses? Your gift to the Annual Fund helps make up the rest. No matter what the amount, you can play an important role at A.C.T.

As a donor, you’ll receive exciting benefits designed to bring you closer to the work you see onstage. Get an inside look at the making of live theater with a visit to our prop and scene shop or costume shop, a backstage tour, or a technical rehearsal.

To learn more, visit act-sf.org/donate or call 415.439.2355.
Providing a Legacy for A.C.T.

Judy Anderson, Co-chair  *  Jo Hurley, Co-chair

A.C.T. gratefully acknowledges the Prospero Society members listed below, who have made an investment in the future of A.C.T. by providing for their theater in their estate plans. For information about membership, please contact Jonathan Frappier at 415.439.2353 or jfrappier@act-sf.org.

GIFTS DESIGNATED TO AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER

Anthony J. Alfidi
Judith and David Anderson
Ms. Nancy Axelrod
M. L. Baird, in memory of Travis and Marion Baird
Ms. Tevela Rose Barnes and Mr. Alan Sarkin
Robert H. Beadle
Dr. Barbara L. Bessey and Dr. Kevin J. Gimlartin
Lucia Brandon
Mr. Arthur H. Bredenbeck and Mr. Michael Kilpatrick
Linda Brewer
Martin and Geraldine Brownstein
Gayle and Steve Brugler
Bruce Carlton and Richard McCall
Mr. Ronald Casassa
Mr. and Mrs. Steven B. Chase
Lesley Ann Clement
Lloyd and Janet Cluff
Susan and Jack Curtis
Ms. Joan Danforth
Jerome L. and Thao N. Dodson
Mort and Frannie Fleshacker
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Fowler
Marlene Gembler
Philip E. Goodard
Carol Goodman and Anthony Gane
James Haire and Timothy Cole
Richard and Lois Halliday
Mr. Richard H. Harding
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Harvey
Mr. William E. Hawn
Betty Hoener
Jo Hurley
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Johnson
Ms. Heather M. Kitchen
Mr. Jonathan Kitchen and Ms. Nina Halvany
John and Karen Kopac Reis
Mr. Patrick Lamey
Philip C. Lang
Mindy Lechman
Ines R. Lewandowtiz
Nancy Livingston and Fred M. Levin
Dot Lofstrom and Robin C. Johnson
Mr. Jeffrey Malloy
Thomas H. Maryanski
Mr. John B. McFolister
Burt and Deedee McMurtry
Mr. Michael L. Metor
Dr. Mary S. and F. Eugene Metz
J. Sanford Miller and Vinnie Zhang Miller
Bill and Perina Needham
 Walters A. Nelson-Rees and James Coran
Gail O’Keefe
Mr. Sheppard P. Pollock and Ms. Paulette Long
Anne and Bertram Raphael
Jacqueline and Maria Elena Ratnoff
Mary L. Renner
Gerald B. Rosenstein
Mr. Brian E. Savard
Harold E. Segelstad
F. Stanley Selfried
Ruth Short
Andrew Smith
Cheryl Sorokin
Alan L. and Ruth Stein
Bart W. Steinberg
Mrs. Jean Sward
Mr. Marvin Tanigawa
Nancy Thompson and Andy Kerr
Brian and Ayn Thorne
Michael E. Tully
Shirley Wilson Victor
Ms. Nadine Walas
Katherine G. Wallin
Scott Walton
David Weber and Ruth Goldstine
Paul D. Weintraub and Raymond J. Szczesny
Tim M. Whalen
Mr. Barry Lawson Williams
Anonymous (9)

GIFTS RECEIVED BY AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER

The Estate of Barbara Beard
The Estate of Nancy Clorey
The Estate of Mary Jane Detwiler
The Estate of Olga Dion
The Estate of Mary Gambang
The Estate of Mrs. Lester G. Hamilton
The Estate of Sue Hamister
The Estate of Howard R. Hollinger
The Estate of William S. Howe, Jr.
Bruce Tyson Mitchell
The Estate of Dennis Edward Parker
The Estate of Margaret Purvine
The Estate of Charles Sassoon
The Estate of Sylvia Coe Tolke
The Estate of Elizabeth Wallace
The Estate of William Zoller

Endow Your Annual Support and Join the Prospero Society

Thank you, subscribers and Annual Fund donors! Your longstanding support, year after year, makes an immeasurable difference to A.C.T. and the work we do. Being able to count on your generosity allows us to take artistic risks, produce the best possible work on our stage, and train the next generation of theater artists. **What will happen to this wonderful legacy of support in future generations when you are no longer here to give?**

Endowing your annual gift or your annual subscription purchase through your will or other estate plan is a wonderful way to continue your current support after your lifetime and will make you an honored member of A.C.T.’s Prospero Society.

If You Annually Give:  
Endow Your Gift with a Bequest of:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Bequest Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300</td>
<td>$6,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$13,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$33,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$110,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benefits of membership include:
- Invitations to special events with guest artists
- Use of the VIP Lounge in the theater
- Recognition in A.C.T. publications

Prospero Society gifts may include:
- Bequests of cash or property through a will or living trust
- Retirement plans and life insurance that name A.C.T. as beneficiary
- Charitable annuity and remainder trusts

MEMORIAL & TRIBUTE GIFTS

The following members of the A.C.T. community made gifts in memory and in honor of friends, colleagues, and family members during the August 1, 2010–September 1, 2011, period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Honoring or In Memory Of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruth J. Allen</td>
<td>Helen L. Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheryl Blumenthal</td>
<td>In Honor of Marilee Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Cohen</td>
<td>In honor of Randy Taradash in Support of Handful Players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol G. Costigan</td>
<td>in honor of Joan Danforth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Dier</td>
<td>In Honor of Larry and Midge Dier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilee K. Gardner</td>
<td>In memory of Tom Proehl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilee K. Gardner</td>
<td>In memory of Ken Oshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey W. Johnson</td>
<td>in memory of Catherine Ryan (1909–2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Lamey</td>
<td>in memory of Mary Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Larson</td>
<td>in memory of Dennis Powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Lopez</td>
<td>in memory of Daniel Cohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Fleshacker Randall</td>
<td>in honor of Mortimer Fleshacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Julia Hardin Hansen</td>
<td>in honor of Joan McGrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Hills</td>
<td>in honor of The Reverend Alan Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Honor of Holly Noble</td>
<td>Gal S. Anderson, Bruce and Joe Bacheller, Jo Ann Bell, Sue Bloomberg, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bogardus, Mimi and Neil T. Burton, Ruth and Penelope Burton, Alice and Robert Steele, Ms. Joan Danforth, Joanne C. Dunn, Geri Estrichers, Mr. and Mrs. Paul A.D. Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Foster, Paul and Jane Foster, Robert Glass and Patricia Early Glass, Thomas Hensley, Ms. Marcia Hill, Jean Hoffmire, Miles and Sheila Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Kiley, Valerie and Dan King, Barbara and Charles Krider, Joy Kuhn, Arthur Leeper and Cynthia Shaver, Harry and Anne Matthews, Ms. M. Kathryn Mc George, Ms. Joann Osborn, Tori Inman Palmer, Dovra Parker, Ms. Lois B. Pemoney, Nancy Ream, Marlene Halden Role, Chellt L. Scarth, Eileen and Charles Seifert, Jane Sibley, Shirley Silvestri and Daniel Frederickson, Beverly Simpson, Wendy Soulie, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Soules, Dr. Cynthia P. Soyster, The Stolmeyer Family Fund of the Marin Community Foundation, Sally Taylor, Mrs. Ramon Truman, Jett Walker, Clarence and Ann Walla, Carey Perloff and Anthony Giles in honor of James Haire Jan F. Schreiber in honor of Craig Slaight Tim M. Whalen in honor of James Haire In honor of Marilee K. Gardner: Kathleen and James Downey, Patricia Grillos In honor of Nancy Livingston: Dr. and Mrs. Philip Erdberg, Jeff Levin, Vera and Harold S. Stein, Mr. Jonathan Wise and Ms. Cheryl Davis In honor of Alan L. Stein: Clara Basile, David and Sandra Berler, Risa Bratman, Dr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Cape, Bliss Carmichael, Jean A. Demholtz, Sally-Arn and Ervin Epstein, Jr., Robert and Michelle Friend, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ganz, Claire Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. Ron Kaufman, Deborah and David Krishman, Charles Leibler, Stephen R. Levy, Joyce Linker, Fred M. Levin and Nancy Livingston, The Shenson Foundation, Mr. &amp; Mrs. Jerome Markowitz, Mr. and Mrs. Stuart G. Moldaw, Steven and Nancy Oliver, Barbo Oster, Dolores and Sanford Pasichn, Martin Rabinstein, Sandra Randall Fleshacker, Paul Sack, George and Dorothy Saxe, Madlyn and Thomas Stein, Roseynue C. Swig, Murry Waldman, Anita Wornick, Harold Zlot In honor of Bert Steinberg: Michael Green, Lillian Gunther, Ines Likuski, Tim M. Whalen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Corporate Partners Circle is comprised of businesses that support the artistic mission of A.C.T., including A.C.T.’s investment in the next generation of theater artists and audiences and its vibrant educational and community outreach programs. Corporate Partners Circle members receive extraordinary entertainment and networking opportunities, unique access to renowned actors and artists, premium complimentary tickets, and targeted brand recognition. For information about how to become a Corporate Partner, please contact Stephanie L. Mazow at 415.439.2434 or smazow@act-sf.org.

COMPANY SPONSORS

PRESENTING PARTNER
($25,000–$49,999)

Deloitte LLP
Ferrill Braun + Martel LLP
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
Trident International Corp

STAGE PARTNER
($5,000–$9,999)

Bingham McCutchen LLP
Union Bank of California

USA Bank

FOUNDATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

The following foundations and government agencies provide vital support for A.C.T. For more information please contact Libbie Hodas at 415.439.2449 or lhodas@act-sf.org.

$100,000 AND ABOVE
Anonymous
Grants for the Arts/San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund
The James Irvine Foundation
Jewels of charity, inc.
the Shubert Foundation

$50,000–$99,999
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
The William G. Irwin Charity Foundation
Koret Foundation
The Bernard Osher Foundation

$25,000–$49,999
The Kimball Foundation
The Michelson Family Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
The Fleishhacker Foundation
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
The Kenneth Rainin Foundation
Drs. Ben and A. Jess Shenson Foundation
The San Francisco Foundation

Wells Foundation

Corporations Matching Annual Fund Gifts

As A.C.T. is both a cultural and an educational institution, many employers will match individual employee contributions to the theater. The following corporate matching gift programs honor their employees’ support of A.C.T., multiplying the impact of those contributions.

Acxiom Corporation
Adobe Systems Inc.
Adelphi Systems
AT&T Foundation
Bank of America
Bank of New York Mellon Community Partnership
ChevronTexaco
Chubb & Son
Dodge & Cox
Ericsson, Inc.
Federated Department Stores Foundation
GE Foundation
Google
HP Employee Charitable Giving Program
HP Gifts in Kind International
IBM International Foundation

The J. P. Morgan Chase Foundation
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Levi Strauss Foundation
Macy’s, Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation, Inc.
Northern Trust Foundation

The McAlpin Foundation
Pacific Gas and Electric
Arthur Beck
State Farm Companies Foundation
Sun Microsystems Inc
TBD Capital, L.P.
Verizon

Visa International
James Haire
Producing Director Emeritus

ARTISTIC
Mark Ruckie, Associate Artistic Director
Michael Faller, Dramaaturg
Janet Foster, Casting Director & Artistic Associate
Beatriz Bassu, Artistic Associate
Jonathan Carpenter, Producing & Artistic Associate
Kate Goldstein, Arts Management Fellow

Core Acting Company
Reese Augsburger, Manolo Feliciano, Anthony Fisco, Nick Gabriel, Omozi Idehenre, Annie Purcell

Resident Artists
Domenique Lozano, Craig Slaght

Associate Artists
Marco Barricelli, Olympia Dukakis, Giles Haswell, Bill Irwin, Steven Anthony Jones, Andrew Polk, Tom Stoppard, Gregory Wallace, Timberlake Wertenbaker

Directors
Irene Lewis, Domenique Lozano, Carey Perloff, Mark Rucker, Erica Schmidt, Susan Stroman

Choreographers
Val Campanari, Susan Stroman

Composers/Orchestrators
Fred Ebb, John Kander, Karl Lundeberg, Fred Ebb, John Kander, Karl Lundeberg

Musical Directors
David Loud, Robert Rut

Designers
Loy Arcenas, John Arnone, Chris Barreca, Boswell Beitz, Scott Bradley, Ralph Funicello, Dan Ostling, Scenery
Beaver Bauer, Candice Donnelly, Alex Jaeger, Tone-Leslie James, Kirsten McElrath, Sandra Woodall, Costume
Ken Billington, Russell Champa, James F. Ingalls, Alexander V. Nichols, Rui Rita, Nancy Schertler, Ben Stanton, Lighting
Cliff Caruthers, Bart Fausbender, Peter Hylenski, Fabian Obispo, Jake Rodriguez, Sound

Terry Lorrant, Alexander Nichols, Projections

Coaches
Jeffrey Crockett, Voice and Test
Nancy Benjamin, Jill Walsmade Zager, Voice, Test, and Dialect
Jonathan Rider, Fights

First Look Playwrights
Lillian Gross, Jennifer Haley, Dan LeFranc, James Magruder

PRODUCTION
Production Management
Jeff Rodlings, Production Manager
Amanda J. Haley, Associate Production Manager
Aine Donnelly, Production Administrator

Design Associates
Kevin MacPherson, Scenery
Robert J. Hahn, Lighting

Stage Management
Elisa Guthehr, Head Stage Manager
Hannah Cohen, Karen Sruppker, Kimberly Mark Webb, Stage Managers
Danielle Callaghan, Megan Q. Sada, Stephanie Schliemann, Assistant Stage Managers
Sarah Ring, Production Assistant
Sabrina Lazarus, Jaime McKibben, Stage Management Fellow

Scene Shop
Mark Laurenzo, Shop Foreman
Russell Souza, Assistant Shop Foreman
Qis Fri, Jonathan Young, Merchandiser
Tim Heaney, Purchasing Agent

Paint Shop
Jennifer Benes, Charge Scene Artist
B. J. Frederick, Lettry Samonte, Scene Artists

Prop Shop
Ryan L. Parham, Supervisor
Javion Greenwood, Cas/Anandra Heath, Andy Carden, Josh Lovett, Mark Petruniak, Tia Winstead, Prop Fellow

Costume Shop
David F. Draper, Manager
Kathy Amoruso, Design Assistant
Keith Weiman, Draper / Fitter
Thier Ma, Tailor
Maria Montoya, Head Stitcher
Kyle Koch, Accessories / Costumes & Craft
Timothy Mako, Costume Fellow

Wig Shop
Jeanna Parham, Wig Master

Stage Staff
Susanna Bailey, Head Sound
Michael Orquin, Head Carpenter
Mark Pugh, Head Properties
Tim Wilson, Head Electrician
Per Bjornstad, Flyman
Jessica Hines, Wardrobe Supervisor
Mary Montijo, Wardrobe Assistant
Erin Hennessy, Hair and Makeup Supervisor

Conservatory/Second Stage
Mark Robinson, Conservatory Production Manager & Technical Director
Sarah Phyllis, Conservatory Assistant Technical Director

Costume Rentals
Callie Floon, Supervisor
Jef Valentine, Rental Assistant
Amanda Angott, Rental Fellow

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE
Dianne Pichard, Company Manager
Kate Stewart, Human Resources Manager
Careaa Caspa, Executive Assistant and Board Liaison

Finance
Jason Seifer, Finance Director
Sharon Boyer, Martin Jones, Linda Lauter, Finance Associates

Development
Matt Henry, Director of Development
Jonathan Frappier, Associate Director of Development—Individual Giving
Stephanie L. Mazone, Associate Director of Development—Institutional Giving
Amalia Copley, Assistant to the Directors of Development

Hilary Davis, Development Associate
Libbie Hodas, Grant Writer
Melody Bath Lechman, Donor Stewardship Manager
Tobias Paiga, Donor Systems Coordinator
Luz Perez, Special Events Manager
Helen Rigby, Conservatory Development Manager

Information Technology
Thomas Morgan, Director
Joone Pajar, Network Administrator

Marketing & Public Relations
Janette Andrawes, Director of Marketing and Public Relations
Randy Taradah, Associate Director of Marketing and Promotions
Evens Odkickin, Public Relations Manager
Edward Bushworth, Group Sales and SMRT Representative
Sharon Rietkerk, Marketing Project Manager

Amy Kirovskihave, Marketing Writer
Nina Fujihara, Graphic Designer
Harrison Pollock, Trinny Trues, Graphic Fellow
Aude Perrachot, Web Development Fellow
Tyler Puglese, Marketing Fellow

Ticket Services
Darryl Washington, Ticketing and Audience Services Manager
Mark M. C. Peters, Subscriptions Manager
David Englmann, Head Treasurer
Joey Rich, Head Box Office Clerk
Doris Yamauchi, Subscriptions Coordinator
Andrew Albator, Peter Davey, Linda Gentile, Elizabeth Halperin, Alberta Mischke, John Moreno, Joey Rich, Sam Kelko, Wilson, Trustees

Front of House
Alana Cob, Front of House Assistant
Jamie Divila, Kristin Reyna, House Managers
Christie Call, Head Bartender
Olive Sutton, Security
Eva Ramos, Audience Service Representative
Susan Allen, Margaret Cahill, Kathy Dene, Sarah Doherty, Larry Emms, Doris Flam, Sabrina Housham, Mark Hueske, Kirk Johnson, Kristen Jones, Mitsuo Matsuda, Leontyne Mbeke-Milongo, Christine Miller, Jane Pendrey, Tuesday Ray, Kristen Reyda, George Scott, Audrey Shuler, Chane Wilson, Others

Max Rosenblum, Matt Miller, Tracey Sylvester, Danny Webber, Andy Westhoff, Bartenders

Operations
Lesley Pierce, Operations Manager
Len Lucas, Jeffrey Warren, Assistant Facilities Managers
Joe Vigil, Facilities Crew
Curtis Carr Jr., Jamie McGraw, Security
Jaime Morales, Geary Cleaning Foreman
Jamal Abaid, Lida Godinez,
Jabir Mohammed, Geary Cleaning Crew

EDUCATION
Elizabeth Brodersen, Director of Education
Dan Rubin, Publications Manager
Emily Hoffman, Publications & Dramaturgy Associate
Emily Means, Publications & Education Fellow

CONSERVATORY
Craig Slaght, Young Conservatory Director
Andrew Horr, Director of Studio A.C.T.

Joseph Tally, Head Librarian
G. David Anderson, Elena Balashova, Laurie Bernstein, John Borden, Helen Jean Bowle, Joan Cahill, Barbara Cohrson, William Goldstein, Pat Hunter, Connie Ibir, Martha Kessler, Nelda Kilgus, Barbara Korstein, Ines Lewandowski, Richard Maggi, Ann Morales, Patricia O’Connell, Roy Ortoplan, Art Persyko, Dana Rees, Beverly Saba, Roger Silver, Marianne Sullivan, Jane Taber, Sam Thal, Jean Wilson, Nancy Zinn, Library Volunteers

M.F.A. Program Adjunct Faculty
Marco Barricelli, Director
Barbara Damahe, Director
Margo Hall, Acting
Giles Havergal, Director
Mark Jackson, Director
Jonathan Mascone, Acting
Kari Pritula, Alexander Technique
Robert Rutt, Singer
Elise Shafarman, Alexander Technique
Erika Chong Shuch, Director
Dan Wolk, Director

Studio A.C.T.
Rachel Adler, Acting
Cynthia Bashmus, Shakespeare
Frances Epen Devlin, Singing
Paul Finocchio, Acting
Marvin Greene, Acting
Greg Hubbard, Acting
Andrew Hurtle, Acting
W. D. Keith, Audition Technique
Drew Khalouf, Voice and Speech
Marly Pistone, On Camera
Mark Rafael, Acting
Patrick Russell, Acting
Vivian Sam, Dance
Naomi Schneider, Singing
Barbara Scott, Improvisation
Meryl Lind Shaw, Audition Technique
Damon Sperber, Acting
Matthew Graham Smith, Mask Performance

Young Conservatory
Christina Anselmo, Acting
Pierce Brande, Musical Theater
Nancy Gold, Physical Actor
Cindy Goldfield, Acting
Jane Hammett, Musical Theater, Directing, Acting
W. D. Keith, Director
Domenique Lozano, Director
Christine Mattison, Dance, Choreographer
Patrick Russell, Acting
Robert Rutt, Musical Arrangers, Accompanist
Vivian Sam, Musical Theater, Dance
Betti Schneider, Musical Theater
Craig Slaight, Director, Acting
Amelia Stewart, Director, Acting
Krista Wigle, Musical Theater

New Plays Program
Craig Slaight, Playwright

YC Resident Composer
Creighton Ions

YC Accompanists
Susann Davis, Thaddeus Pinkerton, Robert Rutt

Library Staff
Joseph Tally, Head Librarian

A.C.T. thanks the physicians and staff of the Centers for Sports Medicine, Saint Francis Memorial Hospital, for their care of the A.C.T. company: Dr. James Garrick, Dr. Victor Prieto, Dr. Ming Heng, Don Kemp, P.A., and Chris Corpus.
Tim Whalen
MEZZANINE BALCONY

save up to 50%! For groups of 10 or more, call The bigger the group, the bigger the savings—
Group Discounts
one ticket per valid ID.
for $20. All rush tickets are subject to availability,
available at noon on the day of the performance
before curtain.
Half-price student and senior rush tickets
are available at the A.C.T. Box Office two hours
after the show opens on performance days and nonperformance days. Phone
hours include 10 a.m.–6 p.m. on performance days, and Monday–Friday
(10 a.m.–4 p.m.) on nonperformance days. Call 415.749.2228 and use American Express,
Visa, or MasterCard; or fax your ticket request with credit card information to 415.749.2291.

Special Subscription Discounts
Educators, administrators, and students receive a 50% discount with valid ID. 10UP subscribers
get priority access to Balcony seats at certain performances for just $10 each. Seniors (65+)
save $40 on eight plays, $35 on seven plays, or $30 on six plays, $25 on five plays, or $20 on four
plays for Saturday and Sunday matinee packages.

Single Ticket Discounts
10UP (world-class theater at happy-hour prices) offers $10 Balcony seats for select performances.
Half-price student and senior rush tickets are available at the A.C.T. Box Office two hours
before curtain. Matinee senior rush tickets are available at noon on the day of the performance
for $20. All rush tickets are subject to availability, one ticket per valid ID.

Group Discounts
The bigger the group, the bigger the savings—save up to 50%! For groups of 10 or more, call Edward Budworth at 415.439.2473.

AT THE THEATER
The American Conservatory Theater is located at 415 Geary Street. The lobby opens one hour
door. Bar service and refreshments are available one hour before curtain. The
auditorium opens 30 minutes before curtain.

A.C.T. Merchandise
A.C.T.-branded merchandise, as well as books,
scripts, and Words on Plays, are on sale in the
main lobby, at the box office, and online.

Refreshments
Full bar service, sweets, and savory items are
available one hour before the performance in Fred’s Columbia Room on the lower level and
the Sky Bar on the third level. You can avoid the
long lines at intermission by preordering food
and beverages in the lower- and third-level bars.
Bar drinks are now permitted in the auditorium.

Cell Phones!
If you carry a pager, beeper, cell phone, or watch
with alarm, please make sure it is set to the “off” position while you are in the theater.
Text messaging during the performance is very
disruptive and not allowed.

Perfumes
The chemicals found in perfumes, colognes, and
scented after-shave lotions, even in small amounts,
can cause severe physical reactions in some
individuals. As a courtesy to fellow patrons, please
avoid the use of these products when you attend the
theater.

Emergency Telephone
Leave your seat location with those who
may need to reach you and have them call 415.439.2317 in an emergency.

Latecomers
A.C.T. performances begin on time. Latecomers
will be seated before the first intermission only if
there is an appropriate interval.

Listening Systems
Headsets designed to provide clear, amplified
sound anywhere in the auditorium are available free
of charge in the lobby before performances. Please
turn off your hearing aid when using an A.C.T.
headset, as it will react to the sound system and
make a disruptive noise.

Photographs and recordings of A.C.T.
performances are strictly forbidden.
These are the hands that care for San Francisco.

Hands say a lot about a person. At California Pacific Medical Center, part of the Sutter Health network, they say a lot about the way we see health care. From the moment you walk in and all the way through your treatment, you get individual, hands-on attention from physicians and staff who care about your health, inside and out. It’s part of our commitment to deliver world-renowned health care with a personal touch. Visit CPMC.org